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SUMMARY 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Special Programme for the Industrial Development of Asia and the 
Pacific. launched by the Third General Conference of UNI DO in 1989. has focused 
on two industrial subsectors supponing the vital agriculrural sector of the least 
developed countries of the region: agro-related metalworking and food-processing 
industries. This approach has been endorsed by the policy making organs of UNIDO 
(GC.4/Res. 8 and 9. GC.5/Res.14) and funds have been allocated from various 
sources in suppon of preparatory activities in these fields. The priority areas to be 
addressed in the agro-related metalworking industries were identified in 1990 through 
a process of desk research and country consultations and a UNIDO/ESCAP Regional 
Workshop with representatives from most of the LDCs in the region. Subsequently 
a project was launched, in close cooperation with the ESCAP-executed Regional 
Network of Agricultural Machinery (RNAM) in Bangkok, with financial suppon from 
Italy and assisted by Associate Expens financed by Germany and the Netherlands. 
to achieve the following outputs by early 1994: 

(a) National Focal Points in panicipating countries strengthened to be capable 
of providing a continuous flow of technical information and advice to enterprises in 
agro-related metalworking industries. 

(b) Detailed proposals for prototype exchanges and assistance in the 
establishment of a service for raw material procurement, concrete policy 
guidelines. and concrete mechanisms for the ir.Jprovement of cottage-scale agro
related metalworking industries. 

(c) Detailed plan for the preparation of technical cooperation project 
documents in agro-related metalworking industries in areas requested by the 
concerned governments. 

The countries panicipating in the process are Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, 
Lao PDR. Myanmar, Nepal, Solomon Islands and Western Samoa. The UNIDO 
expen visited all relevant production units, training and suppon institutions and 
ministries in these countries and, in addition to providing on-the-spot advisory 
services, prepared very detailed repons on the state of the industry in each country, 
constraints, potential areas of development and proposals for regional and national 
technical cooperation. As a result of this comprehensive analysis involving all 
relevant panics in the private and public sector, and bearing in mind ongoing and 
planned activities by the governments and the donor community in the participating 
countries, a thematic programme was formulated for the further prcmotion and 
development of these industries hutlding on the successful implementation of the first 
phase and fruitful partnership with RNAM and the national focal points. 

This report provides an account of the problems to he addressed, linkages with 
other programmes to reach the target groups, and a m:itrix of proposed responses hy 
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UNIDO with donor suppon. The overall objective of this thematic programme is to 
promote rural development in the least developed countries of Asia and the P(lcific 
through the promotion of indigenous manufacturing of agricultural tools. implements 
and post-harvest p!"ocessing equipment thus. providing a subsectoral and technical 
dimension to national effons to promote and develop cottage. small- and medium
scale industries. 

2. DESCRIPTIO!'i OF THE SUBSECTOR 

The agm-related metalworking industry suhsector in the LDCs of Asia and the 
Pacific region has merited due attention and priority considerations for development 
in view of its impact on agriculture and the rural sector communities of these 
countries. Since agriculture is the mainstay of the LDCs. self-sufficiency in food for 
the increasing population which brings pressure to the constant land area and the 
environment. increased productivity of land and labour and hence. of agricultural 
production and income of farmer~. are among the primary development objectives in 
these countries. The devclopmeat of an agro-related metalworking industry for the 
manufacture of hand tools. single-animal-drawn implements and small mechanical 
powered machinery through developing capabilities of the private sector mainly 
through provision of institutional suppon from the public sector. provides a promising 
growth potemial in and supponive role for agriculture and the agro-based processing 
industries. This is in view of the past neglect resulting from .1 state enterprise 
approach in agricultural mechanization which has proven to be unsustainable 
especially in the socialist countries. Most of the State-owned and large-scale 
enterprises declined in operation and viability with the collapse of tht.: Council for 
Mutual Economic Assistance 1CMEA). This situation is panicularly prevalent in 
Cambodia. Lao PDR and Myanmar. 

All the LDCs have now taken the new approach of letting the private sector 
take over the former government fum:ti<ln of supplying tools and implements to 
farmers in the current eff ons of privatisation of State-owned enterprises along with 
the adoption of the policv from centrally planned to liberalized m~rket economy. The 
private sector is therefore. expected to take the initiative and to produce the required 
tools and implements on a commercial basis. However. due to their lack of 
expericm.:e and prior success cases in the private sector. th'! hesitation on the pan of 
the private sector needs to he overcome hy adequate infrastructure and institutional 
suppon with less of government intervention and restrictions hut with due 
encouragement. such as allowing their products to develop a competitive edge over 
impons during the early staecs of the enterprise. 

In most of the LDCs the \ illage blacksmiths arc the primary suppliers of basic 
hand tools and animal-drawn implements being used by farmers. In general however. 
no institutional suppon has been given to blacksmithing which may he classified a: 
a metalworking cottage industry hut which performs an important role in agriculture 
and rural development. Small-sca1e entrepreneurs in the LDCs have so far heen timid 
in investing in agro-relatcd metalworking enterprises. that is. production of more 
modern. efficient and higher capacity machines than those which can he produced by 
hlacksmiths. Thus. the small-scale enterprises need hasic machine tools in their 



fabrication or t~1undry workshops as well as tt."Chnical assistance in producl design. 
manufacturing. quality control and information on business managemem. including 
the financial and marketing aspects. 

In LDCs where small-scale agro-related melalworking enterprises exist. typical 
owners are those who have had experience as former workers in olher shops and 
started out lo vc'lture on their own. They simply train their own workers initially as 
apprenlices. then given on-lhe-job training. Very few owners ha\e engineering 
background and most workshop owners rely on 1heir own creative and mechanical 
talents to produce machines which they perceive as having some market. Ideas 
usually come from existing prototypes l'r commercial machines which are copied or 
improved. Scme medium-scale workshops may have cngint.-ers on the staff who 
would be assets in product development and improvement of machines being Cllpied 
or adapted from sources abroad. normally as suggested or ordered hy some 
international non-government organizations (NGO) for their projec~s in the country. 

As the governments in the LOCs have adopted the open-market rolicy. any 
products to be marketed by the agro-related metalworkin~ industry suhsector has to 
compete with imported counterparts. The tariff structure. in the LDCs where it 
exists. often favours the imports in that finished goods are less taxed that raw 
materials. 

In accordance with the Terms of Reference (Annex). the UNIDO Expert 
visited Lao PDR from 30 Novemhcr to 14 Dt:cember 1993. Meetings were held with 
the government officials concerned. Through the arrangements made by the Ministry 
of Induslry and Handicrafts which is the na1ional focal point and the UNDP in 
Vientiane. relevant institutions. organizations. facwries. workshops and farming areas 
in Lao PDR were visited. 

This report contains two project concepts. one regional for eight least 
developed countries in Asia and the Pacific and one country-specific for Lao PDR. 

Based on the colJntry reports of the UNIDO expert for each LDC during Phase 
I of the project US/RAS/92/072. Promotion and Development of Agro-related 
Metalworking Industries in Least Developed countries. the following status of the 
industry and the refated agricultural mechanization in Lao PDR is given hclow: 

There is only one public sector enterprise which produces agro-related 
machinery hut at about one-third of the installed capacity of the factory. The machine 
tools are old and some are ohsoletc. hut still usahle. Repairs of -.ome eGuipment 
would require imports of spare parts from the original manufacturers in Russia. China 
and other socialist countries. The foundry has a capacity of two tonnes per hour. 
Technicians arc capable of casting 40-cm impeller diameter centrifugal pumps and 
possibly other products if pattern makers arc trained or prototypes patters arc ohtained 
from other source!i. An electric arc furnace is idle hut can he made operational if 
spare pans from India could he imported. This four. ry has other auxiliary 
equipment such as molding machine. sand processing and mechanized handling 
equipment which may he used for quality production of cast items. 



There is no institu!ional support infrastructure for the promotion and 
de,·elopment of agro-related metalworking industries. The Ministry of Industry and 
Handicrafts. which is supposed to provide such institutional support. lack the human 
resources to implement related programmes which would require direct inten·ention 
or field activities such as demonstration of machinery. organization of training and 
setting up of demonstration or pilot areas. among other activities which need to he 
dllne to promote the industry. 

There is ,·irtually no private sector manufacturing industry for agro-related 
machinery as historically this function had been provided mostly hy the Agriculture 
Tools Making Factory (MMF) as described above under the Ministry of Industry. and 
Handkrafts and the now defunct Agricultural Machine Company under the 
Municipality of Vientiane. MMF has ceased to manufacture hand tools and 
blacksmiths have responded to taking up the slack in the supply of such tools. A 
village in \'ientiane province has 14 blacksmiths whose total production ot hand tools 
car.not satisfy the demand meaning that a large market potential for their products still 
remains untapped. There is a need to upgrade their skills and increase their 
productivity. especially in areas of providing anvils. blowers. grinders and 
hml-finishing equipment. If government industries and other agencies adopt a 
programme or policy to procure the hand tools for their workers from local 
hlacksmiths. this micro or couage industry will hring economic hcnefits to the 
community. If they master enough expertise to produce quality products it is possible 
that they could even export some of their specialty tools. This is an area which has 
not hccn tapped or deliberately promoted with compara!ive attention given to other 
cottage and handicraft industries. 

There are indications that the private sector is responding co !he demand for 
agri..:uhural ma..:hinery. especially power tillers. ril.e thresher and r•~c mills which arc 
mo,.tly used for custom operations Three emreprencurs ha,·c immediate plans to 
produce the ahove machines initially hut are trying to copy the Thai designs. Since 
one entrepreneur has fabricated ahout 220 units of rice mills. initially of Thai <lcsign 
and later his own design. indicating that given the proper climate likt> demand and 
less government restrictions. the private sector will respond. 

3. CO~CLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Supplv and demand for agricultural machincrv 

The supply of agrkultural hand tools. animal-diawn implemcms anJ 
mechanical powered mar.hinery in 1993 came from the following sources: 

(a) Hand tools consisting of machetes or knives. sickles. hoes. rakes. axes. 
diggers and special tools - hlacksmiths (ahout 15.000 pieces/year proJuccd hy l.t 
hlacksmiths in one village alone) anJ imports from Vietnam (Note: ai.:.tual proJuctinn 
hy MMF in 1981 was 57.970 pieces including cast-iron plough shares and plough 
-;han:-mouldhoard units): 
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(b) Steel ploughs, cast-iron piough share-mouldboard unirs and cast-iron 
plough shares - MMf (2,800 pieces with US $ value amounting to only one-third that 
produced in 1981) and imports from Vietnam; 

(c) Power tiller sets, each consisting of wwer tiller unit. paddle wheels. 
mouldboard plough, disc plough, comb-tooth harrow, trailer and axial-flow pump -
imports from Thailand (about 600 sets); 

(d) Pedal threshers, Japanese design - MMF (250 units); 

(e) Power threshers, Thai design - MMF (10 units) and imports from 
Thailand: 

(f) Grain flour mills - MMF (5 units): and 

(g) Rice mills - one private workshop in Vientiane (82 units of adapted 
design). Agricultural Machine Company Import-Export at Phontan Road, Vientiane 
(3 units) and imports from Thailand. 

The demand for power tillers and threshers was being viewed by some private 
entrepreneurs as sufficiently high to justify competitive local manufacture as indicated 
by plans of three medium-sized ones to do so starting in 1994. Blacksmiths' products 
in one village, however, were so much in demand that production capacities were not 
meeting it. Traders who came to the village were ready to buy all the blacksmithing 
products of good quality. This showed that users preferred quality products as there 
was competition wilh imported ones. There was a need to increase the productivity 
and production capacity of blacksmiths through improved blacksmithing equipment, 
like electric or pedal-driven blower and grinder as well as anvil. 

Through the national network which was proposed to be established with MIH 
as the focal point. the blacksmiths could be given information on new designs of hand 
tools which might be improvements of what they used to make in terms of 
effectiveness, ease of use and cost because of simplicity and lesser amount of material 
used. Blacksmiths in the remote and mountain areas need more assistance than those 
in the relatively more prosperous areas in the lowlands and irrigated areas. like 
Vientiane and the mid-southern provinces. 

MMF would be one of the SOEs which may be privatized although no 
time-table has been set yet. One problem for the possible delay of such a scheme is 
that no investor might be interested in buying or leasing the facilities and equipment 
unless very attractive terms are offered. For example, if machine tools are sold hy 
the piece or lot consisting of pieces of equipment which would support a complete 
workshop. small-scale entrepreneurs may he attracted and encouraged to establish 
their own workshops. Another alternative is to make the whole factory compound a 
mini-industrial estate where buildings are leased to different entrepreneurs but uc;ing 
common facilities like the machine shop and foundry. Each building may he occupied 
by two or more leaseholders for their own manufacturing specialization which would 
be agro-related. At the start. a building may he used as an industry incubator for a 
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new entrepreneur who wishes to go into manufacturing venture without investing on 
capital equipment. 

A project on the promotion and development of agro-rclatcd metalworking 
industry (AMI) enterprises might give an additional role for MMF to perfonn the 
institutional support function and might even revitalize the agricultural machinery 
factory itself as human resources development. including training in areas of 
production management, quality control and marketing. w~1uld he a possible thrust. 
MMF could diversify its products to those which would not necessarily compete with 
the private sector industry it would be promoting. For t>·,ample. it could produce 
agro-related products as water gates for irrigation canals 0-1 import substicution basis 
and could specialize on the production of micro ·hydroturhines the technology for 
which could be obtained from other countries like Nepal and China. 

If privatized. MMF could perhaps sell its excess. idle or redundant equipment 
by the piece or lot consisting of pieces of machine tools which would support a 
small-scale workshop. Small-scale AMI entrepreneurs might be attracted and 
encouraged to establish their O\\ n workshops. Alternatively. the whole factory 
compound could be converted into a mini-industrial estate wht..re initially. a large 
portion of one building might be leased to 2 to 4 small-scale entrepreneurs who could 
use common facilities. like the machine and foundry workshops. Each building may 
be occupied hy two or more leaseholders for their own manufacturing specialization 
which would be agro-related. At the start. a building could he used as an ind1Jstry 
incubator for a new entrepreneur who might wish to go into manufacturing venture 
with little or no investment on capital equipment. 

To make the factory division more viable. it would also he possible to 
diversify MMF's products to include cast-iron water gates for irrigation canals and 
micro-hydroturbines which were needed for the development of key areas and the 
production of which would unlikely he undertaken by the private sector. On the other 
hand, the pre!'ent value of the MMF facilities is estimated to he so high that attracting 
a private entrepreneur or group to huy it will he difficult. 

The gear box may he locally manufactured utilizing the foundry and 
gear-making and heat treatment facilities of MMF through suitable arrangements. 

The role of the College should he given due imponance as it is the only local 
source of developed human resources for agricultural development of the country 
which is the primary thrust of the government. Such human resources development 
should include the field of agricultural engineering and needs the reorientation of the 
current staff in farm machinery to develop capabilities in design and engineering 
activities rather than merely operation. repair and maintenance of tractors which at 
the present situation has somewhat hecome irrelevant and anachronistic. The fact that 
the farm machinery course has been discontinued due to lack of students is an 
indication of the lack of relevance of its current training format and the need to 
develop human resources for the planning and development of modern mechanization 
systems. including design. testing. manufacture and extension of agricultural 
machinery and other mechanical technologies. Other agricultural engineering areas. 
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such as for irrigation, soil and water resources development and management, crop 
processing and post-harvest tL>chnology. farm structures and environment should be 
<levdopcJ in the staff w d~\'elnp hnman resources for the line ministries. research. 
extension and the professional services field . 

A subject which might he included in the curriculum for the last year of study 
is about business management with the view to introducing the students to the realities 
of small-scale entrepreneurship rather than employment of which there may be 
scarcity. Such a subject would create an interest among the students in setting up their 
own enterprises and therefore. would not have to rely on employment. In practice. 
such a establishment may he realized after perhaps one or two years after gaining 
experience and building up ~df-confidence. For this a credit programme may be 
arranged by the school with .i credit institution to assist the graduates in starting their 
small business enterprises. 

Ad-hoc technical advice 

The following are suggestions hl the various officials and heads of institutions 
indicated: 

(a) MIH/MMF/NAC/PTS/LGTS/STENO C..msida human resources 
development as priority and encourage the staff to build their capabilities in 
comprehending and absorbing new and relevant technologies by learning English 
which is getting popular. Since most of the accessihlc information from abroad are 
written in English. learning it through in- house service courses would widen 
opportunities of the staff f<Jr upgrading their capabilities in their respective fields. The 
base of selection of candidates for study fellowships would widen to include the 
talented and promising individuals. 

(b) NAC/LGTS/PTS - Corollary to (a) above. Nabong Agricultural College 
might develop programmes based on the concept of twinning with one or more 
developed universities in Asia for exchange of staff and students to upgrade its 
teaching faculty. Similarly. the Lao-German Technical Sch~ .11 and the Pakpassak 
Technical School may develop their own programmes under TCDC arrangements. 

(c) MIH/MVDlll - To accelerate privatisation of SO Es. especially those which 
were not attractive to foreign or local investors, Mm might consider apportioning the 
factory complex. building or equipment into small manageahlc and affordable lots or 
suh-div1sions and renting them out or selling them to small-scale entrepreneurs on 
easy terms (perhaps an adaptation of the condominium concept). This widens the mass 
hase of ownership or participation in industry. utilizes to the maximum otherwise idle 
or under-operated SOEs (e.g .. the Agricultural Machinery Company at Km 5 - idk 
since 1991, and the Equipment and Repair Workshop at Thongpong - very few 
clients). reduces further deterioration of facilities through occupancy and usage and 
promote the development of small-scale industries. The SOE compound may grow 
from micro to mini industrial estate and perhaps expand to a full-scale one. 
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(d) MMF/MIH - The} might prepare a programme to rehabilitate some 
facilities of the MMF to provide facilities and services to AMI incubators as well as 
training of farmers in operation. repair and maintenance of agricultural machinery. 
Organize an Agricultural Machinery Development and Extension Ceritre (AMDEC) 
at MMF with a view to providing institutional suppon for AMI and agricultural 
mechanization. Maximize utilization of foundry facilities by diversifying its products 
to serve the needs of other agriculture and rural development programmes by impon 
substitution. For example. the Depanment of Irrig::tion needs cast-iror. watergate sets 
for irrigation canals. MMF was also an SOE with the 1993 production value of 
agricultural machinery of only about 33 per cent compared to 1981 production value 
but had high income in calcium carbide. oxygen and acetylene production and in 
services which had probably made its operations viable. 

(e) MIH/MMF - Encourage formation of village associations of blacksmiths 
to increase efficiency of raw materials procurement and to market their products 
directly and avoiding middlemen. Affiliate such associatiops with the Lao National 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (LNCCI). 

(0 LNCCI - Promote the agricultural machinery custom-hire operation 
services as a small-scale enterprise among the "wealthier " members of LNCCI to 
help farmers avail themselves of the benefits of agricultural mechanization. 

(g) Miff - Maintain the contacts with the offices and institutions visited during 
the mission so that a "national network for agricultural machinery" could stan 
operating informally. Follow up on the potential entrepreneurs for establishing 
workshops for AMI enterprises. 

(h) MMF - Try to regain the market fer hand tools lost to competition with 
imports from Vietnam by producing quality products. improving productivity and 
developing <an effective marketing strategy. 

( i) MIH/CPC - One way to promote the blacksmithing industry. a type of 
cottage handicraft or micro-scale enterprise. is to encourag~ ministries and provincial 
offices to purchase hand tools issued to their field workers from local blacksmiths 
instead of imponing them. Such tools could he made according to specifications. 

(j) DI/DAE - The use of pump irrigation for rice in areas which cannot he 
served by gravity irrigation systems hut which have groundwater and surface water 
resources should he promoted. The following activities should he undertaken to 
complement those of on-going ones for implementing irrigation projects. 

(i) Promot~ the use of low-lift pump irrigation from shallow tuhewells or 
surface water resour.:es during the dry season by establishing demonstra~ion sites in 
key provinces like Vientiane. Luang Prahang. Sarav~ne. Savannakhet and 
Champassak where rice is grown. The collaboration of the 1..ao-IRRI Project as well 
as should he sought as well as small-scale AMI entrepreneurs and the provincial 
offices concerned 
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(ii) Conduct hydrologic surveys of intended demonstration sites for installing 
shallow tubewells and low-lift pumps driven by electric motors or diesel engines. 
Among other activities, gather data on water depth, drawdown and water recharge 
rate and their crop yields, cooperative attitude of farmers and support from village 
leaders and other data needed for feasibility of conducting demonstrations. 

(iii) Organize farmer groups as cooperators in selected demonstration areas by 
motivating them to raise dry season rice or other crops. 

(iv) Establish pilot demonstration areas for the growing of high-yielding 
varieties of rice or other cash crops during the dry season in rainfed of non-irrigated 
areas in Vientiane municipality and in the prnvinces using low-lift pump irrigation 
from shallow tubewells of water courses and reservoirs or ponds. 

(v) Install shallow tubewells using portable drilling rig developed from IRRI 
design and locally made low-lift pumps (initially !'l be made at MMF foundry shop 
u5.ing suitable designs from other countries) in the fields of farmer group coopercuors. 

(vi) Provide technical advice on the agronomic and cultural requirements of 
rice ar other crops and, if necessary, assist farmers in obtaining credit for other 
inputs, like fertilizers and hand cools such as weeder. 

(vii) Provide technical advice in the proper operation and maintenance of 
shallow tubewells and electric motor or engine-driven pump sets as well as in their 
economical operation and in water management through efficient water use and 
prevention of water wastage or losses. 

(viii) Demonstrate other machines and agricultural technologies at the critical 
stages of crop production for maximum impact on yield and timeliness. Examples 
are power tiller or hydrotiller during land preparation, "dapog" system of raising 
seedlings, check-row marker, hand-pushed row weeders. improved sickle and the 
IRRI portable thresher. 

(ix) Monitor the production areas and gather data on all expenses and income 
from the operation and make a cost and income analysis. 

(x) Document all significant events using still and video cameras and prepare 
a promotion video, a slide show and an illustrated brochure as extension material for 
other areas remote from the demonstration sites. 

(xi) Promote the use of shallow tubewells and low-lift pumps in other areas 
using video tapes, slide shows and leaflets and organizing study tours among farmer 
groups to the demonstration sites. 

(xii) Prepare brochures and leaflets showing profitable business investments 
in renting out small-scale shallow tubewcll and low-lift pump irrigation systems. 
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(xiii) Promote among members of the LNCCI and other wealthier persons, 
investments in installing shallow tubcwells in farmers· fields and renting out low-lift 
irrigation pumps in rainfed rice-growing areas to enable fa1mers to grow rice crops 
during the dry season; include in the promotion package other recommended too!s and 
equipment as weli as agricultural technologies needed to increa~ crop yields and 
productivity of land amt labour. 

{xiv) Present investment proposals in meetings and seminars of business and 
other groups. utilizing video and slide presentations if actual visits to demonstration 
sites are not feasible. 

(xv) Promote the manufacture of standard low-lift pumps among the 
small-scale AMI entrepreneurs. 

This Country Report on Lao PDR is one of the outputs of the lJNIDO-assisted 
Project, US/RAS/92/072, Promotion and Development of Agro-related Metalworking 
Industries in Least Developed Countries (Phase I). The other LDCs which have 
endorsed the project are Bhutan, Bangladesh, Camhodia, Myanmar. Nepal, Solomon 
Islands and Western Samoa on which separate country reports have been prepared. 

In accordance with the Terms of Refere:ice (Annex). the UNIDO Expert 
visited the Lao People's Democratic Republic from 30 November to 14 December 
1993. He met with the Government officials concerned and visited relevant 
institutions, organizations, workshops and farming areas. 

The purposes of such visits were to get information about agro-related 
metalworking industries and agricultural mechanization, identify problems and 
constraints of their develc"'prnent, provide ad-hoc technical advice, get the views of 
the all parties who might he involved in the development of the subsector and gather 
data which would he used to prepare project concepts for further formulation by 
UNIDO. 

The Government of Lao PDR has been in the process of reorganization and 
undertaking economic reforms since the adoption of the New Economic Mechanism 
in 1988. Rapid changes due to the restructuring process during the transition from 
a centrally planned to a market-oriented economy have been encountered. 
Privatisation of the state-owned enterprises is one of the areas where policies and 
strategies have been restrcctured hy the economic reform orogramme. The 
Agricultural Tools Making Factory llfad Oxygen-Acetylene or MMF. the only 
operating state-owned agro-related metalworking enterprise, may he affected by such 
reform but no plans have been set towards its privatisation. 

Except for blacksmiths and one small-scale workshop fabricating rice mills 
adapting a design from Thailand. there are no other private agro-related metalworking 
industries. 

The demand for power tillers and threshers was being viewed hy some private 
entrepreneurs as high enough to justify competitive local manufacture. One group of 
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investors who have leased a state-owned agricultural machinery repair factory and two 
traders of power tillers. rice mills and threshers from Thailand have indicated plans 
to engage in local production of agricultural machinery staning in 1994. Blacksmiths· 
products in one village are so much in demand that total production capacity of the 
14 blacksmiths are not meeting orders from traders who come to the village. 

Major problems relevant to the promotion and development of agro-related 
metalworking industries in Lao PDR comprise the following: ( a ) 
Inadequate government revenues has resulled in severe limitations for undertaking 
direct government exe::ution of programmes; 

(b) There is need for massive human resources development at all levels: 

(c) There is lack of institutional support infrastrucrure and undeveloped 
physical infrastructure espe':ially roads to facilitate communication; 

(d) Access to information and capacity to aosorb new technologies.are iimited 
and 

(e) Limited resources and savings in the private sector also limited investment 
capacities; 

Lao PDR has large potentials for development. Among them are the 
following: 

(a) Plenty of forest, mineral and water resources: 

(b) Possibilities of shallow tubewell and low-lift irrigation pump system as the 
water t~ti:e was high and 

(c) Abundance of water courses especially in the mountainous areas where 
micro-hydropower could be developed. 
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l'."TRODl TCTIO~ 

A. Gener.ii 

Gcogr.tphv and population 

The Lao Pcople·s Dcmocr.uic Repuhhc (Lao PDR) is a landlocked country 
bordered by China and Myanmar in the north. Vietnam in the East. Camhodia in the 
south and Thailand in the wesL Ahout 70 per cent of the country·s 236.800 square 
kilometres consists of mountain ranges with the highest peak ,lf 2.300 meters. 
highlands and plateau~ rhe fertile plain areas are in the ccntra! and southern pans 
of the country. The ~L~ong Ri\'er which originates from China and emers Lao PDR 
at elevation 6()) mecn.:,,, .the.we .-.ca level through the hc.m.!er with Myanmar. generally 
flows southeasr:ward mostly along the horder with Thailand until it finally exits at 80 
metres elevation into Camhvdia. Its major stretches and trihmaries ar navigable. 

The rin:r anif ats tributaries have structured the life of the people. most of 
whom live alongside wacerways and provide rich water resource potencials for 
irrigation and hydropower. Nomadic hilltrihes live in the mountain areas. The 4-2 
million Lao population which has hecn grnwing at 2.97' annually comprises 69 ethnic 
groups and classified into three major groups. The Lao-1.oum (low Lao) represent 
about 65% or the majority. live along the Mekong River and are considered better-off 
than the other groups. The Lao Theung who occupy the moumain slopes comprise 
about 273 of the population and the Lao Soung who occupy the moumain tops and 
constitute ahout 18~; of the population. About 85 per cent of the po?ulation arc 
engaged in agriculture which is mostly done on subsistence type using family labour. 

Population density is only 17 persons per square kilometre Vientiane. the 
capital. has a population of 442.000 and the density is 118 persons per square 
kilometre. Other major cities are Luang Prahang (population. 44.000) in the nonh 
and Paksc (population. 45.000) and Savannakhet (population 51.llOO) in the south. 
The 16 provinces include about t 12 districts <muong). 950 sub-districts (tasscng) and 
t 1.424 villages (ban). Adult literacy is e!>timated at 50'k. 

Rricf economic history 

The French continued its colonial occupation of Laos after World War II hut 
ended it in 1954 after a war for independence. However. Laos had yet to suffer the 
Second lndo-China War until 1975 when the Pathet Lao achieved victory. It initially 
pursued a programme of lgricultural collectivization which was later ahandoned. The 
empha~is then was central planning and state ownership. Self-sufficiency of the 
country and the provinces was the guiding principle and trade was in the form of 
harter agreements with other socialist countries under the Council for Mutual 
Economic Assistance (\MEA). 

In 1986. the government started an economic reform programme called. "New 
Economic Mechani.,m" <NEM). The new system is still undergoing rapid 1ransit1on 
rec;ulting in a government reorganization from a cenrrally planned to a frce .. markct 



economy. where resources are allocated according to the maximum-profit principle 
while still embracing the socialise ideology_ NEM policies involve deregulation of 
the price-control system. establishment of market pricc:s. liberalization of internal and 
e~ternal trade. privatisation of state-owned emerprises (SOEs) and seckir.; of foreign 
invt!stments. 

Lao PDR llas currently Ont! of the most liberal foreign investment laws in the 
Asian region. The government has already privatized a num~r of SOEs through 
lease and sales contracts hut would likely he retair.ing the strategic ones. like 
hydropower. telecommunications and airline enterpri'\Cs. 

To enhance foreign trade. one bridge acrnss the Mekong River to Thailand is 
scheduled to open in April 1994. Main ex.pons, which comprise 13 per cent of gross 
domestic product (GDP>. arc wood and wood products. electrical power. coffee and 
cardamom. Impons consist of all kinds of manufactured goods of all kinds. mostly 
from Thailand. 

The economic reform programme had achieved an economic growth rate of 
8 per cent per annum from 1989 to 1992 and a reduction of ir. n rate from 75 
percent in 1989 to only 7 pt:r cent in 1993. However. Lao PDR is ::.Li:I listed as one 
of the world's least developed countries (LDCs) with per capita income of US$ 180 
in 1991. 

Agriculture 

About 853 of the population is engaged in agriculture. of which rice 
production is a major activity. Ahout 70lk of the country's rice crop is grown in the 
lowlands and 303 in the uplands. Ahout 603 of the upland population do not 
produce enough rice to meet their needs and have to supplement their diet with maize. 
cassava. taro and other rice substitutes for ahout three months of the year. 

Other major crops include coffee. swc:et potatoes. soyheans. peanuts. tohacco. 
cotton, sugarcane and rea. There are sizahlc livestock holdings of buffalo and cattle 
which are sources of animal draft power. 

Industry 

Ahout 403 of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is accounted for hy the 
indu~trial and service secrors of the economy which have hecn growing steadily since 
1986 under the incc:ntives of NEM. Manufacturirag is the leading component of the 
industrial sector. Wholesale and retail trading arc the leading components of the 
service seer or. 

Lao PDR is rich in mineral. forest. warer and land resoun.:es. Foresrs cover 
ahout 47'.'? of the country. I..ahour is rclarivcly d1capcr rhan in i:1hcr countries. 
While a1!riculrure is the hack hone of the economy. rhc manufacturing and scrvicc 



industries arc where employment is ilcing acateJ. btablishment of such industries 
is needed to absorb the more th:m i0.000 new graduates expected yearly in the next 
IO years. 

The wood exports howe\"er. cause a sen:n: environmental impact. The 
harvested timber from about 300.000 hectares nf forest area far exceeds the replanting 
or reproduction capacity. Environmental degradation in the form of soil erosion is 
being exacerbated by the rampant slash and f:lum or shifting cultivation. 

In 1980, more than 80 percent of the coumry·s total land area was covered 
with forests. At present. it is only about -l5 per cenc and c;i,·ironmental degradation 
could he a reason for the occurrence of flush tbnds in some parts of the country. 
Unless further forest denudation is checked hy systematic forest harvesting or banning 
c.f logging activities. afforestation and replacement of the swiddcn farming with soil 
conservation fanning systems. tt:.: rich water resource polentials will also be 
threatened and more and destructive floods will occur. 

The development of the coumry·s porentials arc hampered hy the following: 

(a) Scarcity of capable human resources. The country is srill recovering from 
the massive brain drain which occurred during the mid 70s and earlier. However, 
through a modest human resources development majority of ahout 1.500 students sent 
abroad for further studies an.! heginning to return to render government services and 
to provide professional technic;il and management services to the private sector. The 
educational attainment and standards of the labour force are low which result in low 
productivity: 

(h) Inadequate institutional infrastructure. Being in the transition stage from 
a centrally planned to a market-oriented economy. Lao PDR human resources are 
undergoing through a pt.:riod of "hirth pains" and semi-confusi0n arising from lack 
of understanding of the new concepts of a market economy. es >ecially hy the civil 
servants at the low levels in the ministries and public. institutions. In the private 
sector, entrepreneurs lack business experience; 

(c) Geographic location as a land-locked country. The Mekong River, 
however, is navigable and 

(d) Inadequate physical infrastrucrure. Roads and road networks linking the 
provinces are essentially undeveloped. There is no railway system: land and river 
transport facilities as well as telecommunications are poor and inadequate: 

B. Policies and srraregies 

The National Asscmhly. elected hy the people, is a legislative hody which 
endorses government policies. passes decrees. laws and regulations as well as 
approves government nomination!':. As a socialist country and having a sole political 
party. Lao PDR formulates devclopmenr policies once every five years and hence. the 
five-year plans correspond to rhc Lao Pe11plc's Party Congress. The overall policies 



are nonnally issued by the Politburo with contributions from the central committee. 
The draft policies are then distributed to the ministries. provinces and other political 
and social organizations for study and comments before passing through parliament 
and being adopted at a later stage. 

The Committee for Planning and Co-operation (CPC) and the Ministry of 
Finance were recentiy organized from the Ministry of Economy. Planning and 
Finance. CPC is responsible for indicative_ macro-economic planning and policy 
co-ordination, pt=bl!c investment programming, aid co-ordination and foreign 
investment promotion. 

Third Five-year Plan (1991-1995 

The Third Five-Year Plan (1991-1995) has an overall goal of raising the 
people's standard of livin!! and providing a foundation for the provision of basic 
needs. Guided by the NEM principles, the plan's thrusts are market orientation and 
pricing, including trade liberalization and export promotion. flexible exchange rate, 
restructuring the finance and banking system and granting autonoMy to the SOEs. 

A second planning instrument is the medium-tenn policy framework and 
public investment programme (PIP). issued later than the Third Five-year Plan. It 
provides for development of a regulatory framework for managing the emergent 
market economy and reorientating of public expenditure in order to strengthen public 
institutions and to provide the necessary infrastructure to the economy. Therefore, 
resources will be allocated to support institutional building, infrastructure construction 
and provision of health and education services. The strategy for reali:!ing the plan 
objectives is the streamlining of the financial system at all levels. from the centre to 
the provinces and the districts. 

Industry policies 

The Ministry of Industry and Handicrafts (MIH) is responsible for the 
development of the small-scale enterprises for the industry and the Ministry of 
Commerce for that of trade. The objectives of the industrial policies are 
improvement of quality of products, increase in production for export and growth of 
income and rise in standard of living for entrepreneurs in the small-and medium-scale 
industry sector. There is a need to elaborate the in-depth overall strategy with 
sub-sectoral strategies like those for the agro-relatcd metalworking industry. 

The strategies arc as follows: 

(a) Strategy 1. 

(i) Ameliorate regulations and laws regarding lhc sector; 

(ii) Resolve the ownership issue according to lhc need of the small-
and medium enterprise sector as landholders need to register the land they used as 
property in order to he able to provide collateral; 
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(iii) Provide a hetter marketing service: 

(iv) Provide guidelines for an in:•u.-ance policy: 

(v) Provide services in terms of credit availability for the sector: 

(vi) Negotiate with the government on tariffs. customs and taxes; 

(vii) Try to get finance for the small- and medium enterprise sector; 

(viii) Facilitate services; 

(ix) Develop a factory law and 

(x) Set up regulations (prices) for the use of electricity and other 
resources. 

(b) Strategy 2. 

This strategy aims at regulating the division of responsibilities between 
the MIH and the provincial authorities. At issue is the definition of responsibilities 
between these two parties. 

(c) Strategy 3. 

This strategy refers to privatisation of SOEs. 

(d) Strategy 4. 

This strategy stresses the importance of finding foreign assistance for 
both financial and technical assistance. It is also mentioned that the MIH is looking 
for advice on how to draw up policies and regulations for the small- and medium 
enterprise sector. 

( e) Strategy 5. 

This strategy refers to institution-building and human resource 
development within the ministry which wants its staff to be trained. 

There is still confusion as to which policies are to he implemented by the MIH 
itself, that is, whether MIH should only facilitate the functioning of the private 
business by supervising the implementation of rules and regulations or should it get 
involved directly in implementation, such as putting up marketing facilities. 

Agriculture policies 

The agriculture sector remains as the focus of development. Irrigation 
facilities will he dcvdopcd primarily for rice production and the extent depends upon 
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the available funds. Budget for operations can have a deficit of 30 CJc to 50 % . The 
Depanment of Irrigation (DI) is responsible for the development of water resources 
and the priority is the plain areas and along the Mekong River as the farmers are 
more receptive to new and modern technologies in rice production and therefore. will 
have more impact than those in other areas. 

As strategy. considering the shonage of development funds. the small-scale 
irrigation scheme will be promoted. Here. farmers can develop their own irrigation 
systems covering up to 100 hectares with little or no government intervention except 
for technical advice where needed. In the medium-scale system which irrigates up 
to 1000 hectares, farmers' panicipation through their supply of labour and locally 
available constructi0n materials. such as sand and soil. is encouraged. 

I. GENERAL STATUS OF THE AGRO-RELATED 
METALWORKING INDUSTRY SECTOR 

A. Public sector industries 

The following are brief profiles of SOEs which either produce or I-.ave 
activities related to agricultural machinery. 

The Agricultural Tools Making Factory and Oxygen-Acetylene or MMF 

This factory, located at ... Km 8. Thadeua Road. Vientiane._is operated under 
MIH. It has reduced its production of agricultural tools and implements due to 
competition from the imponed products from Thailand and Vietnam. It has totally 
stopped the production of hand tools since 1991. 

MMF has four main buildings consisting of the following: 

(a) Administration and machine shop building with a total covered floor area 
of 3,600 sq m and containing equipment mostly from Russia, China and Japan. The 
machine shop supplies machinery components for assembly and fabricated spare and 
special pans for machines brought for repair or rebuilding. like the seconc!-hand 
centrifugal pumps from Thailand. A section of the building is allocated for assembly 
of agricultural machines, like the pedal rice thresher and the engine-powered thresher 
of which 920 and 51 units, respectively. have been produced since 1990. The other 
half of the building is for administrative use and for engineering design. One room. 
with a floor area of 25 m x 24 m is vacant. 

(b) Foundry shop with a total covered floor area of about 2.000 sq m and 
which has a cupola furnace with capacity of two tonnes per hour. The foundry shop 
is able to cast centrifugal pumps with 30-cm diameter iupeller. among its various cast 
products; 
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(c) Multi-purpose building with a total covered floor area of 2,200 which 
houses two active nail making and one barbed-wire making machines, a calcium 
carbide making equipment, vertical lathes and an inactive foundry section with a 500 
kg capacity electric arc furnace capable of casting ferrous silicon and ferrous 
manganese. The foundry has been designed to be fully mechanized and contained 
moulding machines, sand processing machines, sandblasting equipment, overhead 
tracks for moving materials as well as, heat treatment facility and an analytic 
laboratory. However, it has been idle since 1991. The electric arc furnace which has 
been imported from India through an assistance project in 1987 needs spare parts to 
be operational. 

(d) Two stock room buildings, one with floor area of 700 sq m and the other, 
70 sq m. 

In 1993, MMF fabricated 250 pedal rice threshers based on a design from 
Japan and 10 units of the power thresher based on the Thai design. Its production 
of tools and implements has dropped in quantity since 1989 due to competition from 
imported ones. Each power thresher is produced on order basis from private 
individuals and costs KN 1.8 million (about US$ 2,500) each. The imported Thai 
thresher costs about KN 2.22 million (about US$ 3,080). 

There are 12 engineers, 41 technicians and 48 workers. Among the engineers, 
6 have had training abroad of whom 3 were in the former East Germany and one 
each in Hungary, Russia and Vietnam. Three engineers have specialization in 
agro-mechanical engineering. They have limited experiences in adaptive design and 
fabrication, particularly those for the power thresher, pedal rice thresher, grain flour 
mill and maize sheller. 

Should MMF provide institutional support to AMis and to the emerging 
agricultural mechanization technology system, its engineers and staff will have to be 
re-oriented towards activities in training as well as in design, development, testing 
and extension of agricultural machinery. MMF's production is down to one-third its 
capacity and the engineers and technicians can be utilized for institutional support for 
promotion and development of AMI enterprises as well as agricultural mechanization. 

Figures 1 to 3 illustrate some of the agro-related metalworking activities at 
MMF. 
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Figure I:Some equipment and activities at the MMF worh;1op. Top: A 
used water pump being rebuilt at the MMF workshop. Bottom: Idle electric 
arc furnace for the foundry due to lack of spare parts. 
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Figure 2. Some equipment and activities at the MMF workshop -
preparation for casting of a centrifugal ·pump body and impeller. Clockwise 
from top left: Workers finishing the mould; semi-prepared moulds; and 
wooden pattern of the pump body. 
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Newly assembled pedal threshers adapted from a Japanese model; painted 
pedal rice threshers ready for delivery: and engine-powered rice thresher 
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A&riculrural Machine Company 

This factory. located at Km 5. Thadeua Road. Vientiane and which Is under 
the Municipality of Vientiane has been idle since 1991. It has taken the new fonn 
as a ttading company which imports power tillers for sale to farmers. 1be name bas 
become Agricultural Machinery Company Import-Export (AMCIE). It is housed in 
a commercial location :0 the city together with a private company trading in light 
cargo trucks and spare parts. 

AMCIE has already fabricated three units of rice mills copied from the design 
in Thailand. Two of the units have a capacity of 3 tonnes rice per day each while 
one has a capacity of one tonne rice per day. The large model costs KN 3 million 
and the small model costs KN 1.2 million. The imported models cost KN 4 million 
and KN 1.6 million. respectively. The two types of machines are shown in Figure 4. 

The closed factory building still contains obsolete manufacturing equipment 
which originated from the former USSR and were installed in 1975. Although some 
equipment are still serviceable. repair or rehabilitation of most of them appears to be 
uneconomical as spare parts would be difficult and expensive to procure. 

The factory building is divided into five sections. each having a floor area of 
about 15 metres x 40 metres. It has been reasonably well-designed as a factory with 
consideration of good ventilation and natural lighting. 1be building which is shown 
in Figure 5 looks neglected after about four years of being idle. However. it is intact 
and only needs cleaning and face-lifting to make it look like a new factory. 

Some second-hand equipment have been brought from outside sources for a 
planned start of operations in early 1994 when the manager expects the Municipality 
of Vientiane to lease the factory to him for KN 6 million (about USSS.300) per year. 
For this. he has applied for a loan from the Banlc of Vientiane in the amount of KN 
50 million (about US$69,450) at 20 per cent interest per year. 

He has already installed some second-hand equipm~nt for the manufacture of 
nails. barbed wires and mosquito coils in two of the five sections of the factory and 
plans to use the other three sections for the production of power tiller sets and rice 
mills. AMCIE is engaged in the assembly of power tiller sets, each set consisting of 
one each power tiller, disc plough, mouldboard plough, comb-tooth harrow. pair of 
paddle wheels and axial-flow pump (127 mm diameter x 5- or 6-metre length pipe 
with propeller shaft and blade) which are imported from Thailand. Each set costs KN 
1.5 million. AMCIE has a temporary assembly space of about 7 m x 20 m behind its 
display area. It sold about 100 sets in 1992 and about 130 sets in 1993. 

AMCIE plans to locally manufacture rhe power tiller and its complement 
equipment except for the transmission gear box and the engine which will continue 
to be imported from Thailand. The manager estimated that the whole set could be 
sold at only KN 1 million because of the comparative advantage of Lao PDR in lower 
labour costs and cheaper electricity rates over Thailand. 
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Figure 4. Two types of agricultural machinery being imported by AMCIE 
on display at Photan Road. Vientiane. Top: Power tillers and rice mills; 
Bottom: Rice mills of capacity 3 tonnes rice per day (two units at 
foreground) and one tonne rice per day (one unit at background). 
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Figure 5. The idle factory building of the defunct Agricultural Machine 
Company (AMC) of the Municipality of Vientiane. The factory is under 
privatisation process. Shown is the Manager of AMC which has gone into 
imponing power tillers from Thailand under the name AMC lmpon-Export. 
He is leasing the factory himself to manufacture power tillers and rice mills 
along with barbed wires and nails. 

B. Private sector industries 

KSTG Co. Ltd. 

This company, louted at Photan Road. Vientiane, is owned by the manager 
of AMCIE and managed by his wife. It deals with the distribution of light trucks and 
supply of steel materials for construction· or shop requirements. It also sells spare 
parts and machine elements some of which will be locally manufactured once the idle 
AMC factory heing leased from the Municipality of Vientiane gets operational. 

KSTG has a unit of the Thai thresher mounted on a locally built trailer truck 
powered by a second-hand autommive diesel engine (Figure 6). The power from the 
engine can he transferred to the thresher by switching the power-take-off splined 
shaft. The thresher is heing used for custom threshing services. 

KSTG plans to start manufacturing operations in early J 994 or as soon as 
operational funds of about US$100,000 hecome available. Aside from financing the 
start-up operations. KSTG would need at least one engineer for production. Since 
rhere is scarcity of the right kind of human resources. short-term training of the 
engineering staff would he a priority. In this case, the engineer should have training 
also in production management. KSTG would also need about 20 technicians in 
addition w the present 10 shop tel:hnicians already employed under AMCIE. 
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Figure 6. Thai-built rice thresher mounted on a Lao-built trailer truck for 
use in custom threshing services by KSTG Co. Ltd. 

Rice mill manufacturer. Viengchalon village. Vientiane 

This small-scale workshop is located ar the ground floor of the yet incomp:ete 
building. The owner is an entrepreneur who had a rice mill and obtained a five-year 
milling contract with the military. He used the savings from the rice mill business 
to start a workshop in 1988. He also used to work in the fabrication of rice mills in 
Thailand for nine years. With this experience. he trained his 16 permanent workers 
and two casual workers in fabricating rice mills. The initial units were copies of the 
Thai design but later on the design was modified to suit workshop capabilities tor 
reduce costs and to improve performance. 

The following are the sales figures of the rice mill workshop: 

Year 

1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 

Total 

14 

Number of Units 
Fabricated and Sold 

16 
23 
26 
30 
40 
82 
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Since the owner lack\: ~;,ital. all rice mill units had been fabricated on order 
basis. He docs fabrication wort with the client advancing SO ~ of the total cost. If 
he b4d enough capital he could purchase raw materials in bulk and perhaps not lose 
opportunities of buyers who cculd not wait for the machines and bad to order them 
from Thailand. 

The shop has 5 welders. 2 hacksaws. I bench drm. 6 portable drills, I wood 
plane and I sci of equipment for spray paiming. The prices of machines are as 
follows: 

(a) Large-size model with capacity of 600 to 750 kg rice per hour and 
powered by a 30 hp electric naoror - USS 1,000; 

(B) Medium-size model with capacity cf 400 to 550 kg rice per hour -
USS 700 and 

Sni.all-size model with capacity of 300 to 375 kg rice per hour - USS 600. 

The rice mills are mostly sold in Vientiane Municipality, Vientiane Province 
and Champassalc Province, taking up three-fourths of the toral sales and in 
Xiangabhoori and Pakse provinces, taking up the remaining one-fourth of the total 
sales. 

Imponed ready-made components are the pulleys, belts, bearings and pillow 
blocks which are available locally. The raw materials are also available from local 
traders. 

In his programme for expansion, the owner wants to make power tillers but 
would need technical assistance. Although he recognizes the need for training, time 
away for training by the workers would be opportunities lost in production. He 
estimates about KN 50 million as needed capital to complete the workshop and 
diversify his production. He indicated interest in receiving designs and technical 
information regarding new machines. 

Pam Inter Group Co .. Ltd. 

This is a Thai-owned machinery dealer, located at, 86 Ban Papo, Thadeua 
Road. Vientiane. It is selling power tillers, rice threshers, rice mills, diesel engines 
and centrifugal water pumps. Every unit is imponed from Thailand except for the 
diesel engine which is imponed from China. The Siam Kubota in Thailand makes 
the power tiller with the Thai-made Kubota engine. Figure 7 shows pan of the 
company's display area in downtown Vientiane. 

Each power riller with 8-hp engine is sold at Baht 60,000 while the thresher 
costs Baht 70,000 (I USS = Baht 25.30). Apan from AMCIE and Pam Intergroup 
Co. Ltd., there is no other power tiller dealer in Vientiane. Some general stores 
however. sell other brands of Thai-made power tiller as one of their product 
offerings. 
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Figure 7. Display of two power tillers, a rice thresher and a rice mill at 
the frontage of the Pam Inter Group Co. Ltd., an imponer of such 
machines from Thailand. Other products on sale and not shown are pumps 
and diesel engines imponed .from China. 

The trading company staned in February 1993 and since then, has sold 600 
power tiller sets, 20 rice threshers and 5 rice mills. 

It has plans to manufacture power tillers in 1994 at a location about 5 km 
from Vientiane. The factory will be medium size and establishment will be panly 
supponed by Japanese investors from Siam Kubota. 

Novatech International Ltd. 

This metalworkshop is engaged in fabrication and adaptation of equipment for 
road building and maintenance. However, the director general has indicated plans 
to have activities in AMI. He has ample experience in related work in Africa. 
panicularly the development of the hand-operated oil expeller and the hydro-turbine. 

Blacksmiths 

There are 14 blacksmirhing enterprises in the small Phonemi Village, Phone 
Houng District, Province of Vientiane which is about 70 km nonh of Vientiane. 
Apparently, the village has gained good reputati0n for the accepted quality of the 
hand tools, such as sickles, knives, diggers, axes, weeders and rakes heing produced 
in the village. The demand for the products is so large that the blacksmiths cannot 
fill it. 
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One blacksmith pointed out that electricity was needed as the double-piston 
type blower for the forge needs an assistant to operate it. An electric blower would 
speed up the heating of the work and increase productivity. Grinding and finishing 
a piece of work by hand using a shaver, then a hand file and finally a whetstone, take 
so much of his time that only 5 pieces of knife, for example could be made per day. 
The total production of the village is about 5,~ pieces of each hand tool per year. 

Raw materials are obtained in the municipality of Vientiane which is about 80 
kilometres away. A blacksmith can only buy 20 kg of vehicle leaf springs at a time 
which he does 3 times a month. Leaf springs cost KN 300/kg. 

The blacksmithing equipment is crude and productivity is low. The anvil is 
a section of a rail, about 15 cm long and anchored on a piece of wood buricl ·in the 
ground. The blacksmith works in a sitting position which limits the amount of force 
exerted in hammering the workpiece. 

Figure 8 shows the blacksmith and his assistant at work, the equipment and 
blacksmithing tools used and some of the products. 

Custom threshing and rice milling services 

Rice threshing and milling are two operations whic;h have become popular 
among custom work operators. In lba-Ngon, a custom service operator has a mobile 
rice thresher and a stationary rice mill both of which had been imported from 
lbailand. Figure 9 shows the two money-making equipment for custom operators 
yet offer affordable services to tanners. 

17 
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Figure 8. One of 14 blacksmiths at Phonemi 
Village, Province of Vientiane. Clockwise from top 
left: Blacksmith at work with assistant operating the 
dual--piston type blower for the forge (background) 
and with finished tools displayed (foreground); 
blacksmith using a metal shaver on a knife for 
finishing it; and blacksmith's sh~d. 
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Figure 9. Popular machines used for custom operation. Top: Mobile rice 
thresher mounted on a truck. Bottom: Rice mill. 
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C. lni;titutional suppon 

lbere is vinually no existing institutional suppon services. such as credit. 
technical and market advice for the small- and micro-scale entrepreneurs to obtain 
credit. Enterprises are required to be registered if the fixed capital is USS 1,400 or 
more. There are still stiff restrictions on the movement of people and goods between 
provinces. The needs of small- and medium-scale enterprises are access to market 
and technical information as well as a clear regulatory framework from the 
Government. 

Steps however, are being taken to ccrrect the above deficiencies during the 
current transition period from a centrally planned to a market-oriented economy. A 
Farmers Promotion Bank has been established and restri~tiono; on inter-provincial 
travel appears to be getting relaxed. 

There is no incentive for the bar.k to lend to industry because the interest rate 
is low at 15 % and even lower to the agricultural sector while the inflation rate is 
officially at 7 % officially. About 57 3 of the loans are extended to the trade and 
services sector where the interest rate is 20 3. Application for loan is both tedious 
and cumbersome. There are four Thai banks and one Thai-Lao bank in Vientiane, 
but there is still no Lao private bank. 

The small- and micro-scale entrepreneurs have to rely on the informal money 
lending system where interest rates are between 10 and 203 per month. It is possible 
to get access to credit for up to US$7 ,000 without formalities. Micro-entrepreneurs 
are reluctant to go to the bank because they are sure not to be given credit at all. 
lbey would be wasting time and opportunities for earning if they do all the required 
paperwork without an assurance of obtaining credit. They prefer to go to informal 
money lenders. 

There is need for training by small-scale entrepreneurs mainly to compete with 
Thai products. The training needs are those related to business and those for 
upgrading the skills of workers. The medium- and large-scale industries need 
assistance in increasing capabilities financial managemeftt, including accounting, 
costing and general management. 

There is need to improve the quality of the existing training institutions. 
Training in administrative and management skills provided by institutions is perceived 
as n{Jt meeting the needs of lh.: employers. There is lack of short-term training for 
entrepreneurs or skill upgrad11:g for workers regarding new technologies. Thus, most 
businesses send their staff for :raining in Thailand. 

Small Business Development Programme <SBDPl 

There had been no effort of comparative seriousness for promoting and 
developing the micro- and small-scale enterprises as for encouraging foreign 
investments. However, with the advocacy of UNDP.and UNIDO, some attention had 
lately heen focused on that apparently neglected sector of the industry which 
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constituted over 90 pt:r cent of all Lao enterprises. employed a largt: part of the 
lahour fi.)rce and was the mainstay of th'! urban population. 

A programme formulation framework had been oevised hy UNDP for the 
SBDP. Four programme components had already been formulated hy. so far. three 
collaborating organizations. namely, UNIDO (for component I - policy. promotion 
and coordination as well as for component II - technical training in priority 
sub-sectors. including metalworking). GTZ (for component III - husiness management 
training and entrepreneurship development/multipurpose institution) and The Asia 
Foundation (for corr.ponent IV - product development. market devdopment and data 
collection for cottage industries and handicrafts). GOL had. in principle. accepted the 
proposed programme and the components. 

The Department of Agriculture and Extension <DAE>. Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forests (MA.£} 

Agricultural extension for agricultural machinery is virtually non-existent. 
DAE has no mechanization plan. although before 1988 it had an agricultural 
mechanization office which handled the custom land preparation using Russian-made 
four-wheel tractors. However. DAE recognizes that modem agricultural machinery 
must be introduced to farmers hut thert: is no mechanism in the department or 
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry for undertaking such an activity. A section at 
DAE might he established to link and collaborate with MIH regarding the supply, 
promotion. training and t:xtension of agricultural machir.ery. particularly power tillers 
and irrigation engine-pump sets. 

No machinery whatsoever. has been introduced by DAE in the northern 
provinces. although some agricultural tools and implements had been distributed hy 

MMF. 

The Department of Irrigation tDii 

This department under the MAF used to he responsible also for micro 
hydropower development. In late-1993, that responsibility was transferred to the 
Department of Energy under MIH. The main function of DI is to develop the 
irrigation system which is only some 3 per cent of the total cultivahlc area. Lack of 
funds hinder such development.although an irrigation project is heing constructed with 
assistance from Japan. A water-pumping station has been completed to pump water 
from the Nam Ngum River in Tha Ngon, Vientiane and another construction is being 
hided to pump water from Nam Phoun River. Short-term development is to he 
concentrated in the plain areas and those near the Mekong River. the rationale heing 
that people in those areas tend to adopt modt:rn farming tcch1111logies faster than those 
remote from the populated areas and therefore. greater impact will he achieved. 

The development of -;mall-sl'.ale irrigation systcms (under 100 hectares) is 
mostly left to thc private sector as government funds for lhesc will he minimal. The 
small-scale irrigation system is mostly of the pump irri!!ation type with some farmers 
investin!! in axial-flow pumps which come as part of the power tiller set imported 
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from Thailand. However. they are used only for pumping from surface water 
sources. 

The installation of shallow tubewells is being encouraged. Some well-to-do 
individuals have tubewells and pumps but use them only for domestic water supply. 
DI has a plan to encourage the use of shallow mbewells for pump irrigation. Some 
areas in Vientiane however, have high calcium and potassium salt concentrations. 
Groundwater might not be useful or its massive extraction by pumping might cause 
local environmental damage. Precautions through studies of ground water quality 
being undenaken by the Mekong River Committee are to 1:-e taken by DI which 
should be cons'Jlted regarding any wide-scale projects for the development of shallow 
tubewell pump irrigation systems. 

The Depanment of Industry and Handicrafts 

This department has a division of industrial development. However. the 
function is not that of giving industrial extension services. A new industrial 
entrepreneur, must on his own. seek for information on technology. designs. quality 
control and other requirements for production. 

Lack of awareness of the importance of maintenance and repair of production 
equipment at the factory is a common problem. There is a need to develop this 
awareness at both the management and the worker's levels. As engine-powered 
agricultural machinery become increasingly used by farmers and custom hire 
operators. there will he an increasing need for training in operarion. repair and 
maintenance of power tillers. small engines and pumps. Some four-wheel rractors are 
still in service hut many tractors have been junked or cannibalized to sustain the spare 
part requirements of the other units. 

The Ministrv of Trade 

The Ministry of Trade has the policy of developing the agriculture and 
forestry sectors to meet the growing domestic demand. It aims for export by 
improving efficiency and productivity. In 1993. GOL pushed the trade policy 
through greater production to promute exports taking advantage of the natural 
potentials. like hydropower. mines and agricultural products. Appropriate marketing 
strategies for China. Thailand and Vietnam. including improvement of quality of 
products will he enhanced. 

The trade policy also provides for encouraging increased domestic trade 
especially in the mountainous areas. Services will he extended to link with farmers 
and their production information. Trade agreements with neighbouring countries will 
he implemented. The transit regulations across neighbouring countries for export and 
import of products will he studied. The transil expt~ricnces in Savannakhet Province 
with Vietnam may also he adapted in other provinces regarding other neighbouring 
countries. 
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LAO-IRRI Project 

This ri:search and extension project on rice is being undertaken in 
collaboration with the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI). It has no 
agricultural ma.;hinery research programme. The three staff members who are 
assigned in the agricultural engineering section in the National Agricultural Crop 
Research Centre are responsible for maintaining equipment for research and seed 
multiplication. They are not committed to any form of engineering research in 
national cropping programmes. 

Aware of the fact that rice farmers are practicing subsistence level farming 
with low input and low output, the project mana~rment does not plan any research 
and development of agricultural machinery. Even the machines developed by IRRI 
in the Philippines are viewed as not appropriate for the farming conditions in Laos. 
For example, the hydroti!ler which has gained popularity in the soft soil areas in the 
Philippines was assessed after limited field trials, as having little potential in the Lao 
environment on account of its cost. Moreover, its use would be limited only to areas 
which have irrigation systems. An example of the much needed machine is a 
hand-pushed weeder for inter-row cultivation in upland rice (Figure 10). The 
Lao-IRRI has proposed that a wheeled weeder developed by a farmer in Thailand be 
tested under Lao PDR conditions. 

Unless the tool or implement is very low cost, affordable and badly needed, 
there is no possibility that a subsistence farmer can own a modern agricultural 
machine. However, this does not mean that such farmer cannot avail himself of such 
technologies. An appropriate system, like custom hiring of machinery, may be 
encouraged among entrepreneurs in the provinces. 

Since the area normally farmed by a Lao farmer is about 2.5 hectares on the 
average, his production capability is limited by the amount of farm power that he has. 
One or even two animals are not sufficient to undertake intensive farming to increase 
production and productivity. His access to mechanical power sources could improve 
his family income. 

Agricultural mechanization, at a very limited degree, has so far been confined 
in the irrigated areas which constitute only 3 per cent of the total cultivated rice area. 
Vientiane municipality and Vientiane province have 50 per cent of the total irrigated 
area. For rice production, land preparation using power tillers and four-wheel 
tractors and threshing using the Thai model thresher have become popular. Rice 
milling is mechanized in irrigated areas and in rainfed areas along the Mekong River. 
However, in most areas of upland production and areas of rainfed lowland production 
in the mountainous areas, the milling of rice is still being done manually. 

IRRI's current and future mandate aims to increase the research emphasis in 
the more marginal environments, in particular the rainfed lowland production 
environment. One of the critical needs for research in Laos is on mice and rodent 
control but IRRI is reluctant to do any research in this area. The rice-husk stove 
adapted by IRRI from a Vietnamese design is assessed to have potential in Laos. 
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Figure 10. A hand-pushed dryland weeder developed by a farmer in 
Thailand near the Thailand-Lao border. This device was observed by the 
Lao-IRRI Project as an effective weeder and may be adopted by Lao 
farmers if tested under Lao conditions and fabricated by local metal 
workshops. (Photos courtesy of Lao-IRRI Project). 
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Training has been identified as the role that Agricultural Engineering Division 
at IRRI can play in the development of the national rice research programme in Laos. 
1be equipment developed in Thailand is viewed as applicable to the enviroI'ment 
existing in Laos. 

The Nabong Agriculture College CNAC) 

This college, located at Ban Paksap May, Xaythani District, Vientiane, is 
under the administration of MAF. It started in 1969 as the Ecole Royale Agro-Silvo 
Pastorale located at Dongdok, Vientiane. After 1975, it was mover! to its present site 
at Nabong Plain first as the Nabong Agriculture School. It was men upgraded to a 
college in November 1992. 

The coUege has 114 hectares of which 17 hectares are designated for buildings 
and premises while the rest are for field practice. There are 77 staff members of 
whom 51 are teachers. Two have PhD, 11 have MSc and 12 have BSc degrees while 
26 have Certificate levels. They all have obtained their education from the socialist 
countries. 

NAC has about 275 students and graduates about 100 mid-level agriculture 
technicians annually. The total number of graduates is 1,343 of whom 234 are 
women and their specialized training fields included agronomy, animal husbandry and 
veterinary, farm machinery and forestry and irrigation. At present only agronomy 
and animal husbandry course speeializations in both the mid-level certificate and the 
high-level diploma are being offered. Interest in farm machinery has gone down with 
the end of tractor supply assistance from the former USSR while the forestry and 
irrigation course specializations have been transferred to another location in Tha 
Ngon, some 15 km from Nabong. Figure 11 shows the farm machinery shed and 
workshop which are still used for rendering mechaniza:ion services to some 95 
hectares of field production practice land of the college as well as for mechanization 
subjects in the agronomy curriculum. 

NAC is currently being assisted by UNDP for the upgrading of facilities. The 
French Comite de Cooperation Avec Laos is assisting in establishing a chemistry and 
a soils laboratory. The Australian Overseas Service Bureau conducts an English 
course. Two of the staf.~ are pursuing MSc degrees in soil science and agricultural 
engineering at the U nivasity of the Philippines at Los Banos under the SEARCA 
programme. 

NAC has still a long way to go in terms of development towards one which 
would offer high-quality education in agriculture and related fields, such as 
agricultural engineering. Library and laboratory facilities have to be built up. About 
15 per cent of the faculty have only BSc and Certificate levels. There is a need to 
upgrade the technical knowledge of the teaching staff through a massive human 
resources development programme possibly in cooperation with some of the more 
developed universities in Asia which offer excellent and high level education in 
agriculture and related fields. 
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Figure 11. The Nabong Agricultural College tractor and machinery sheds 
and workshop. 

The Lao-Gennan Technical School 

This school, located at Km. 3, Thadeua Road, Vientiane, was established in 
1964. Since then, both the quality and the facilities had deteriorated. The 
educational level of instructors is not high and their assistants are usually workers. 
The level of the courses is not advanced and appear too academic with little emphasis 
on practical work. The school has enough shop facilities, but is not used much and 
equipment is poorly maintained. Very few graduates go to industry. They prefer to 
pursue studies abroad, to join the school as instructors and to enter government 
service in the ministries which at present is very limited in view of the retrenchment 
programme in government service. 

A two-year rehabilitation period with a DM 3 million assistance from the 
Gennan GTZ was staned. The machine shop has already been restored through 
repair of the machine tools, but the other three shops still need rehabilitation. The 
buildings are getting new coats of paint. Figure 12 shows the status of rehabilitation 
of the school and some instruction activities being undenaken related to metalworking 
industries. 

The curriculum is being revised under technical assistance from GTZ. The 
school has a staff of 49 in teaching and 15 in administrative services. There is a 
general increase in the morale of the staff who look forward to getting their 
knowledge upgraded under the new technical assistance programme. About four 
Gennan advisers will be fielded to assist in the rehabilitation programme. 
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Figure 12. The Lao-Gennan Technical School 
facilities are being upgraded. Clockwise from top 
left: Welding section, still to be improved; 
Rehabilitated machine shop; and Students working 
on a blacksmithing project. 
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The subjects offered in the three-year course are general mechanics. welding 
and plumbing. aucomocive mechanics and eleclricity. F.ach is a three-year course with 
the curriculum concaining 40 % practical work. 35 3 technology and 25 % general 
knowledge of mathemalics, ·physics, German and English languages and other 
subjects. 

Schooling is free. Candidates for admission must finish the primary (5 years), 
lower secondary (3 years) and upper secondary (3 years) levels and pass an entrance 
examination. Scholarships are given by the Ministry of F.ducalion and all the 
provinces have represencative students to distribute the technical calents throughout 
the country. The 1993 school year student population is 369. Between 80 and I 00 
students graduate per year. 

The Pakpassak Technical School 

This school is the oldest of its kind in Lao PDR. It was built in 1936 during 
the French colonial period. It staned as a training place for workc:rs sent by factories 
for one- to two-month training in general mechanics, electricity and building 
construction. It was only in the 1960s thal the school staned to offer technical 
courses in a more formal way similar to the one at present. Since 1975, it has been 
offering courses in motorcycle mechanics, automotive mechanics, general mechanics 
(lathe operator-fitter), general electricity. welding and blacksmithing, carpentry, 
masonry, plumbing, radio and TV set repairing, accounting and cooking and sewing 
(home econon1ics). There are about 1,000 students of which about 400 are new 
entrants per year. 

There are lwo levels of education. One level is for the diploma cf qualified 
workers for those entering the school after lhe eighth grade and finish afler two years. 
The other is for che diploma for technicians for those who enter the school after the 
eleventh grade and finish after three years. The technician courses are in 
construction. woodworking/carpentry and accounting. One-half of the students caking 
the technician level courses are in accounting. Metalworking courses are the least 
popular with only 25 students graduating per year. 

There are 110 teachers and their qualifications are low, being at the technician 
level themselves and not having bachelor's degrees. Some of them have undergone 
training in socialist countries, like the former Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Russia. 
The workshops in general mechanics are mostly old while those in the woodworking 
are relatively new. In general, the courses tend to be more academic than practical. 
There is a trend towards learning English. 

The Science. Technology and Environment Organization !STENO> 

This organization which was formed in April 1993 from the Ministry of 
Science and Technology and combined with the function of MAF is under the Office 
of the Prime Minister. It is the focal point for coordinating science, technology and 
environment-related activities in the ministries. It has also the cask of formulating 
policies and strategies on sc!ence, technology and environment. For these functions, 
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it has a working group consisting of representatives from the ministries of agriculture 
and forests. commerce. industry. puhlic health and education. 

Its functional organization consists of the depanmems of environment. 
intellectual propeny and standards. centre for science services. library and the 
institute of research in science and technology wh!ch focuses on the transfer of 
technology t<' handicraft industries and to farmers. 

STENO takes charge nf human resources development in various ministries 
by allocating the available fellowships for study abroad to the appropriate ministries. 
It aims at strengthening institutions in environmental technology through fellowship 
grants from the World Bank. UNDP/f AO (for sustainable agriculture). IDRC and 
Asia Foundation. It also builds up capabilities in agriculture. forestry and public 
health. 

Among the 40 engineers in the staff three are in the mechanical engineering 
field. There arc 10-15 fellowships grants available per year from the Asia 
Foundation. IDRC and UNDP. 

STENO has laboratory facilities although they are still being developed. It is 
willing to collaborate with Miii regarding the development of machinery technologies 
coming from other countries for testing and adaptation to the environment pre\'ailing 
in Lao PDR. 

D. Non-gowmment organizations 

Very few international non-government organizations (NGOs) are present in 
Laos. Activities of those which exist hear no relevance to the promotion of 
agro-relateJ metalworking industries in the country. 

The Lao National Chamhcr of Commerce and lndustrv (LNCCI) 

LNCCI used to have government members of its hoard. It is now an 
autonomous hody which can he said as truly representing the private sector industry. 
It elected a new ~ct of hoard members in June 1993 and the government is only 
represented by a non-voting adviser from the Ministry of Trade in contrast to the 
previous membership in which five members were appointees by the government. 
It has about 600 memhcrs of whom only 70 arc small-scale entrepreneurs. The 
membership fee is US$30 per year. One of its plans is to form associations among 
small-scale industry entrepreneurs and among farmers throughout the country. 

II. STATUS OF AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION 

A. Locally made machinery heing used hy farmers 

Farming is essentially at the suhsistcnce level. A family normally has about 
2.5 hectares. Single-animal ploughs and harrows arc used for land preparation. 
Buffaloes provide the motive power in such operations. Oxen arc used for pulling 
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cans. A fanning family usually has two animals not tlnly ti.lr draught purposes hut 
also for income anJ security in time of need. 

Sickles are used for harvesting paddy which is usually cut hig:1 ahove the 
ground leaving ahout 20 to 30 cm tall stuhhles. Animals t«d on the stuhhles at least 
until the end of January when green grass and other animal tt..-ed tx~omc sc:irce due 
to the dry Sc:ason which usually lasts until the end of April. Thus. animal feed has 
become a serious and recurring prohlem which affects the health and performance of 
animals. Sometimes. due to their poor health caused hy scarcity of animal feed. land 
preparation is delayed to allow the animals to recover their health after the onset of 
the rains usually in the hcginning of May. 

Tools and implemems have heen largely supplied hy MMF. These con.;;i~ted 
of cast-iron mouldhoards and shares. spades. hay forks. sickles and other hand tocls. 

B. Machinerv developed/adapted hy workshops 

Before the open market policy wem into effect. the government was engaged 
in custom land preparation using four-wheel tractors with complement disc 
plough-harrows ohtained from the former Soviet Union. With the collapse of CMEA. 
the source of tractors became a prohlem and the government privatized the custom 
work operation by selling the tractors to private entrepreneurs. 

In Vientiane suhurhs where there are ~rill rice farming activities. mechanical 
power is mostly used for tillage and threshing of paddy. Four-wheel tractors which 
have hcen bought hy private individuals from rhc government. are normally used for 
ploughing and harrowing under hire hasis. Some of rhe rractors are also used for 
non-agricultural purposes. like earthmoving and hauling. Figure 13 shows the 
adaptations made on tractors for earthmoving and the use of tractors for operating 
threshers in custom servic.:s. 

Around Vientiane. power tillers. particularly those made in Thailand. have 
increasingly heen used since 1978. One distrihutor sold ahout 100 units in 1992 and 
ahout 130 units in 1993. 

There arc no availahle data on population of power til!ers and their 
complement equipment. including mouldhoard plough. disc plough. comb-tooth 
harrow. paddle wheels. trailer and axial-flow pump. which together are sold as a set. 
Purchasers of these power tiller seti; hire their equipment to other farmers. 

Pedal threshers. adapted from a Japanese design hy MMF have hcen 
introduced and are getting popular. Ahout 220 units havi;: hcen sold hy MMf and 
production ii; on-going due to demand. 
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Figure 13. Tractors used for custom work operation. Top: Eanh-moving 
services using a bulldozer adapted on the tractor; Bottom: Threshing of rice 
using the Thai-built thresher. 
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Rice mills. imported from lbailand and of one to three tonne rice per day 
capacities are getting popular among entrepreneurs. One importer intends to locally 
fabricate the sam~ rice mill model and in fact has already fabricated three units. In 
spite of using imported components such as pulleys. augers. belts, bearings etc. which 
could not be fabricated as yet. the selling price was reduced by 25 percent. Another 
small-scale workshop fabricates rice mills of its own adapted design and se~ls them 
at very much reduced prices than the imported ones. 

C. Demand for agricultural machineiy 

There is no information available on the demand for agricultural machinery. 
However, dealers of imported power tillers, rice threshers and rice mills have been 
set up in Vientiane, indicating the increasing popularity of these types of machinery. 
In one district of Vientiane province, about 70 km north of Vientiane, the power tiller 
has been in popular use since 1991. Practically no farmer uses the buffalo any more 
for lowland rice cultivation as farmers have access to hiring services by farmers who 
own them. The estimated number of power tiller sets in Vientiane province is 600. 
Less than 30 per cent of the land is tilled with use of animal-drawn ploufhs and the 
use of the buffalo i5 confined mostly in the uplands. Likewise, manual Lhreshing is 
almost no longer practiced in the province as farmers have access to hiring services 
by thresher owners. 

Farmers in Vientiane province pur.::hase power tiller sets either by cash 
savings from sales of agricultural products, such as fruits and vegetables or by credit 
from the state-owned bank. Credit repayment rate however, is only about 50 per 
cent. The use of power tillers enables farmers to save time and to plant a second or 
dry seascn crop of rice as the axial-flow pump is one of the equipment in the power 
tiller set purchased. 

One small-scale workshop has been fabricating rice mills of its own design on 
orders from private entrepreneurs planning to go into rice milling business. Another 
one which has ·fabricated three units of the Thai rice mill model plans to start 
manufacturing it or perhaps other models with larger local content to reduce the 
price. 

Hand tools such as sickles, hoes, rakes, axes, field knives, hole diggers and 
long-handled weeders are made by blacksmiths. At least in one village in Vientiane 
province, there are 14 blacksmith sheds located near one another. The hand tools 
that they make from spent vehicle leaf springs are so much in demand by traders that 
they cannot produce enough pieces. The reason for the demand is the cessation of 
manufacture of such items by MMF since 1988. 
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DAE lists the following as rhe important criteria for selecting machinery for 
introduction to farmers: 

(a) Machinery should be small-scak. of simple design. appropriate for small 
fields and not expensive: 

(b) Machinery should be easy to maintain and repair hy the fam1er himself and 

(c) Machinery should be light and easy to move in the field: examples are 
thresher. power tiller and water pump. 

A state-owned enterprise for the construction of an irrigation canal from the 
Nam Ngum Dam uses a fleet of 7 four-wheel drive tractors for transporting water at 
the construction sites. The tractors originated from Japan. The tractors were lent by 
MAF which has obtained the machinery from a village development project assisted 
by the government of Japan. The project was discontinued after its period due to lack 
of funds to sustain it. 

Imports of agricultural machinery 

The import of fam1 machinery and equipment in 1992 was valued at US$25 
million. Non-agricultural equipment comprised bulldozers, graders. rollers and 
cement mixers for construction of roads and communication infrastructure. 
Agricultural equipment cllmprised power tillers. rice threshers. pumps and diesel 
er.gines most of which were used in Vientiane. Savannakhet and Champassak 
f>rovinccs and Vientiane municipality. 

Tahk l shows the values and origins of imports of machinery and equipment 
by Lao PDR in 1992. The daca a~c not classified agricultural machinery from other 
equipment. Since most of the .lgricultural machinery importati(lfl comes from 
Thailand and to some extent. Vietnam and China. it may be assumed that about 803 
of the total value of such imports amounting to US$1 l .203,300 is for agricultural 
machinery. It may also be assumed. quire conservatively that 203 of the values of 
imports from Japan which amount to about US$4.25 million is also for agricultural 
machinery. The total agricultural machinery imports amount to about US$9 million. 
which is a conservative estimate and represents only about 36 3 of all total machinery 
and equipment imports from all sources. Other unofficial sources place the value of 
imports of agricultural machinery as US$15 million. 

The magnitude of imports indicates that their is potential for import 
substitution through local manufacture of agricultural machinery. There is a demand 
for machinery. Through promotional efforts. hoth in industry and in agriculture, the 
demand could increase in the next fow years. 

Demonstration:. of new agril.:ultural machines along with agricultural projects 
will cause awareness among farmers. Private sector initiatives in agro-related 
metalworking industries will he stimulated if they arc invited hy the project 
management of such projects to he involved in the demonstrations. 
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Tahle l. Impons of machinery and equipment hy Lao PDR in 1992 

Origin Value in USS Origin Value in USS 

Australia 637.811 Korea 143.179 

China 439.692 Macao 351.134 

Denmark 394.362 \1alaysia 39.509 

England 43.080 Pakistan 6.579 

France l.120.859 Russia 40.736 

Germany 559.205 Singapore 976.175 

Holland 8.554 Taiwan 2.029.573 

Hongkong 942.775 Thailand 10.522.583 

Indonesia 66.914 USA I.944.449 

Italy 5.250 Vietnam 24!.025 

Japan 4.524.786 

Total 25.038.220 

--------------------------------

Source: Ministry of Trade. 1993. 

Major agricultural crops 

The demand for agricultural machinery may he indicated hy the extent of 
production of crops which can change according to the success of the government 
in promoting a cenain type of crop. Table 2 shows the extent of production of 
various crops in terms of hectarage and tonnage of production. The crops that 
showed increased area and production trends are season and irrigated rice, 
mungheans, peanut. tobacco. sugarcane and tea during the period 1991 to 1992. 
However the areas devoted to rice. maize and starchy root production account for 
about 903 of the total cultivated area for annual crops. 

Therefore. the demand for machines will he for rice production and 
processing. maize shellers and root crop chippers. Peanuts have almo~t doubled both 
in area planted and production during the period 1991 to 1992 perhaps displacing 
some areas for maize and starch roots. Peanut planters or hand jahhers and peanut 
shellers will he needed as more farmers go into peanut production. 
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Table 2. Area and production of major crops in Lao PDR. 

Crop 1991 1992 
Area Producrion Area Production 

COOO Ha.) ('000 Tonnes) COOO Ha.) COOO Tonnes) 

Cereals 607.67 1.424.04 639.13 1.665.15 

Rice 556.87 l.223.38 592.55 1502.36 

Season rice 322.78 842.14 392.~ ... 1153.43 

Irrigated rice 13.32 43.71 15.50 55.30 

Raise 234.09 337.53 200.07 293.63 

Maize 34.18 68.58 32.13 57.71 

Starchy roots 16.62 132.08 14.45 105.08 

Vegetable and beans 6.81 51.22 l.66 18.35 

Annual industrial crops 35.95 143.83 50.23 169.98 

Mungbean 3.22 2.11 7.63 5.46 

Soybean 6.10 5.51 6.11 5.38 

Peanut 5.55 5.63 14.91 11.16 

Tobacco 10.21 45.33 10.47 48.27 

Cotton 8.03 4.75 7.82 5.30 

Sugarcane 2.84 80.50 3.29 94.41 

Long-life industrial 18.33 8.48 18.40 9.86 

Coffee 17.93 6.77 17.79 7.41 

Tea 0.40 l. 71 0.61 2.45 

Total area of ar.nual 
crops 673.67 709.36 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Forests 
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Animal draft power resources 

Since 1985, there has been an increasing trend in the number of head of both 
buffaloes and cattle. There is potential for wider use of animal draft power. 
especially for farmers who cannot afford to buy pC'wer tillers or have access to 
custom operation or hire services of mechanical equipment for land preparation. 
Table 4 shows the extent of livestock production. 

Table 4. Population of buffaloes and cattle in Lao PDR. thousand head. 

Year Buffaloes Cattle 

1985 939.4 626.5 

1986 980.1 646.4 

1987 1027.6 702.6 

1988 1040.7 764.1 

1989 1026.1 816.5 

1990 1071.8 841.9 

1991 1099.5 899.1 

1992 1130. 7 992.9 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Forests 

D. Production of agricultural machinery 

Agricultural hand tools, animal-drawn plough mouldboards and shares as well 
as a few engine-powered rice threshers have been produced by MMF. The 
Agricultural Machine Company of the Municipality of Vientiane used to produce tools 
and implements from 1975 to 1988. Hand tools are mainly produced by blacksmiths. 
Some hand tools are imported but the import figures are not available. 



Production by MMF 

Table 3 shows the production figures of MMF for agricultural ma.:hinery and 
implements from 1990 to 1993. 

Tablt: 3. Production (number of units ) and value (million Kips) of products 
by MMF. 

Type of 1990 1991 1992 1993 
Product Qty Value Qty Value Qty Value Qty Value 

Ploughshare 148 0.08 493 0.3 43 0.02 1000 0.6 

Ploughshare & 
mouldboard 1096 0.9 1439 1.5 0 0 1000 0.9 

Plough 550 1.0 3422 10.4 704 2.3 800 2.6 

Machete 318 0.2 30 0.3 0 0 0 0 

Pedal thresher 304 11.6 181 8.2 184 8.6 250 11.8 

Power thresher 20 11.2 11 14.6 IO 14.8 IO 15.8 

Grain mill 5 0.3 2 0.2 3 0.2 5 0.4 

Maize sheller 1 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 2442 25.78 5578 35.5 944 25.92 3065 32. l 

Source: MMF. 1993 

MMF has stopped its blacksmithing production of hand tools. panicularly 
machetes or knives, since 1992. Production of ploughshares and mouldboards was 
temporarily stopped during 1992 and revived during 1993, apparently because of 
demand as there is no other local source. This is in spite of the growing popularity 
of power tillers in the Vientiane area. 

It is notable that only one mechanical power-operated maize sheller has been 
produced due to lack of demand. Either there was no need for it or with its price of 
KN 500.000. it did not have comparative advantage over a power rice thresher which 
buyers usually use for custom threshing. The cost of :i rice thresher could easily be 
recovered. A less costly design, such as the hand-operated maize sheller which is 
appropriate for a small-scale family production system, will probably have demand. 
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MMF has no marketing ann or active market promotion system. There are 
no fixed dealers. Traders or individual fanuers come ro the factory to purchase the 
type of machine they need. 

The factory's large revenue is from the production of calcium carhide. oxygen 
and acetylene and from services rendered. The volume and value of production of 
agricultural machinery do not appear to be profitahle against the high cost of 
overhead. operation and raw materials. In 1981. MMF produced a total of 57.970 
pieces of machinery valued at KN 1.869 milli,m. 

Production of hand tools hv hlacl(smiths 

The stoppage of production of hand tools hy MMF might have stimulated the 
blacksmithing industry. At least in a village in Vientiane province. production 
capacity of 14 blacksmithing enterprises located there cannot cope with demand. All 
together they produce 5.000 pieces each of sickles. machetes or knives and axes per 
year. They also produce rakes and small hoe heads for weeding. The rate of 
production of one blacksmith is 8 pieces of sickles per day. 5 pieces of machete per 
day. 5 pieces of ax per day and 2 pieces of rake head per day. Production is 
seasonal. For example sickles would be in demand during harvest season and hoe 
heads at the beginning of the the rain season. Machetes would be in demand almost 
all year round. 

Traders go to the village to huy the hlacksmithing products in hulk. Since 
they would buy all that the blacksmiths could produce. the demand is not satisfied. 
Some of the blacksmithing shops have been established within the past two or three 
years. indicating a recent demand creati,1n. In spite of the proximity of the 
blacksmith sheds to each other. each blacksmith is independently operating. He 
purchases his own raw materials (used vehicle leaf springs) at 20 kg at a time in 
Vientiane which is ahout 70 km away. Charcoal for fuel is supplied in sacks by a 
trader. There is no existing association among themselves to take advantage of lesser 
cost by bulk purchases and perhaps getting new designs. 

E. Tractor repair services 

Approximarely 300 rractors had heen imported from Russia from 1985 to 
1991. Most of these tractors are now in the private ownership mostly in the 
Vientiane Municipality and the Vientiane Province where they arc being used for hire 
services in transport. ploughing and harrowing with disc harrow-ploughs and 
earthmoving with adapted bulldozers. Quite a few of such tractors are no longer 
functioning as repair costs have gone very high. Cannibalized tractors stand hy the 
roadsides or front yards of their owners. Some micro-scale repair workshops exist 
but they would require spare parts which arc procured from stores which used to 
owned hy the government or from cannibalized tractors. 



The lba-Nmn Agricultural Macbip;rv Rc,pair Worpbqp 

This worfcsbop,located at Tha-Ngon, Vientiane, used to be owned by the 
Municipality of Vientiane. It was privatized in 1987 by lease a group of farmers and 
investors at the rate of KN 4 million per year. The lessee bas acquired stocks of 
spare parts of tracto!S and components of disc plougm and barrows and assembled 
them for sale. The stockyard contains about 100 pieces of agricultural equipment 
which appear to have no buyers as no new tractors have been imported since 1991. 
Only the discs and the bearings would be the items needing replacement in the 
equipment which are in the hands of the private sector. 

1be workshop has 11 engineers who had been educated in the former the 
Soviet Union. However, the activities in the workshop are minimal. The workshop 
repairs pumps used in irrigation systems. Charges for labour only in the overhaul of 
tractor engine are between KN 130,000 and KN 150,000. 

In July 1993, the lessee obtained a bank loan of KN 20 million for five years 
at 14 3 interest per year. The workshop has plans to have a joint venture with a 
Thai company to manufacture threshers and power tillers. It bas purchased a 
light-weight thresher from Vietnam which is mounted on a frame with two wheels for 
portability in the field. Figure 14 shows the disassembled thresher for study and 
adaptation for production. 
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Figure 14. The Thangon Agricultural Machinery Repair Workshop is now 
privatised anJ staning to have agro-related metalworking activities. 

• . Clockwise from top left: Disassembled thresher from Vietnam under study 
for local manufacture: view of the inside of the workshop with water valves 
under repair; and workshop yard with a large inventory of unsold disc 
harrows. 



llL ECDC TCDC POTEr\TIAL~ 

Thc:n: is a wide sc'•pc for k-chnical cooperation hctw\.-cn Lao PDR and the 
more developed developing coun:rics in tenns of human resources dcvdopmem. 
Development of education capallilities at the higher lc\·el has Ileen negkcted. 
Students had to llt: sent to the other SllCialist countries hl enalllc them to olltain 
pmtessional or technical degn.-es. However. the frlCus of their training has apparently 
bt..--en too narrow to adapt to the present situation and NEM. There is therefore. a 
need for re-orientation of their hackground. For example. graduates of the fann 
machinery course have Ileen trai0t..-d for tractor mechanization and not in engilk..-cring 
principles which. if they had. would cnallle them to switch to design and development 
of machinery under the current needs of agriculture. This educational situation has 
left a vacuum of qualified cngi0t..-crs in almost all fields which requires an infusion 
of new and updatl."d knowledge al an accelerated pace if the country is to catch up in 
development with neighhouring countries. 

The only possihle source of high-level human resources in agriculture and 
agricultural engineering is NAC. Y cl more than half of the teaching staff has only 
the Cenificate level of t."ducation from the socialist countries which have a different 
agriculture environment than that pre\·ailing in Lao PDR. 

A pns.sihlc way to aLcderate the develllpment of human n.:soun.:es is to have 
an exchange programme h\:tween a fkdgling high lcwl-institution like NAC and some 
of the more developed agricultural universities in Asia. The-.c institutions exist in 
Thailand. Malaysia and the Philippines. There is no language harrier in case of 
Thailand unlike in the other countries where English or the lllCal language mu"-1 he 
learned. It is [hercfore. essential that as a fiN step towards human resoun.:es 
development an in-house programme of English language learning should he 
organized in the Lao instimtion. The language harrier should hc overcome to have 
a two-way programme. thai is. 1he ins1i1ution·s s1aff visi1ing anOlher country for study 
and the other country instirution · s staff visiting the Lao ins1ituti1ln. The same 1s true 
for promising students to serve the staff in 1hc future. 
There is a large interest in learning English among the studcms and the faculty of 
NAC. 

The same scheme can he adapted for practical transfer of technology at a 
workshop like the MMF. Engineers of the ~alional lns1itutes (NJ) of lhe Regional 
Network for AgriLultural Machinery ( RNAM I may he seconded on short-lcrm hasis 
to MMF hy their respective ins111utions to assisl MMF engineers in the testing and 
modification of a particular machine hroughl from such ins1i1ution. :\t lhe same time 
a coumerpan engineer from MMF could he sci:onded 111 1he same :'\I where the 
visiting engineer origin;;1ed. The scheme would he mutually hcndicial for Lao PDR 
and the cooperating i:11un1ry. 
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IV. PROBLEMS AND CONSTRAINTS 

A. l\alinnal nelwork 

There is as yel no nalional network (NN) nor a national institution in whil.:h 
the acti\·icies lo support the promotion and d.:vdopment of AMI could he hased. 
MAF has no programme for mechanization nor an office or section tn look after the 
machinery requirements and their extension to fam1ers. Its DAE has dissolved its 
fann mechanization section after the privatisalion of lhe tractors ohlained from the 
former USSR. However, MIH has the MMF which operates at less than 30 per cent 
of its capacity. It has enough space and still usahk workshop facilities as well as 
some engineers who ha,·e capahilities in design work hul \\'(lUld need upgrading their 
capahilitics and hroadening of lheir horizons under che market-oriented economic 
system. 

There is a need to form a national network ( NN) e\·en infonnally. the more 
so because the NI will he stalioned wilh Miii which is nol in conlacl with fam1ers. 
Being in the industry sector. the Miii staff is nol as k:lnwlcdgeahlc as chose of lhe 
DAE and DI ahout agriculture or the rural sector which is the ultimate heneticiary 
of the agril'.ultural mcl'.hanization programme or lhe promolion of lhe AMI 
enterprises. 

Thus. a strong link hclwecn MMF and the DAE as well as wilh DI is 
imperative. Moreover. suitahle linkages must he fom1ed hy Miii with relevant 
instilutions. like privale small- and medium-sl'.alc AMI emerprises. LNCCI. credil 
institulions. farmer's associations whic..:h LNCCI is crying to form. hanks and lechnical 
training and educational institutions. 

B. Puhlil'. sel'.lOr industries 

The SOEs dealing wilh AMis have suffered finam:ial diffil:ullies resulting from 
the NEM. Theoretically. lhcre should he no cause and cffel'.t rdalionship hetween 
the downfall of such industries and the new polil.:y. In fal'.t. if the fal'.torics were 
performing well in the first place. they should he the firsl ones to hcncfil from the 
policy. Among the faclors could he a dclcrioralion of managemenl nol only from 
within the particular SOE hut also from lhe cxlernal. Lack of financial autonomy in 
the past and lhe different oricmation of management under lhe lhcn ccmrally planned 
economy arc also contrihuting faclors. 

A reoriemation lherefore. of lhc management s1aff as wdl as lrammg in 
husiness managcmem under a marke1-oriemed ec..:onomy is needed. Since lhcre is no 
scheduled priva1isa1ion of Ml\ff in lhe foresceahle future. lhen: is a need io upgrade 
lhc capahililies of i1s managing s1aff. especially in lhe fields of finarn.:ial management, 
accounling. efficien1 production planning and management. quality comrol. produc1 
developmenl and marketinµ. 



C. Private sector imlustries 

The private sector would normally find difficulties in starting off a new AMI 
enterprise given the constraints of lack of credit facilities. institutional infrastructure 
and existing manufacturing enterprises on which to model new ones. MIH. the 
logical government agency to provide the: needed institutional support. severely lacks 
the personnel to provide meaningful and comprehensive enough services. This has 
been hrought ahout hy the drastic reduction of personnel from the original 250 to only 
50 persons. Such reduction scheme has affected all ministries and departments. 

Any plans to provide the required institutional support are in themselves 
constrained hy the ahove small-size staff in the ministries and departments. 
Naturally. the capabilities of the staff have to he upgraded to enable them to perform 
their functions more efficiently. otherwise. honlcnecks will occur. As institutional 
support is grc:atiy needed in the promotion and development of AMI. a strategy to this 
effect is to tap the personnel of MMF. Its tool factory division is operating at about 
one-third below capacity. a situation which means that there is excess personnel, at 
least in the meantime. Development funds however. arc needed and under a fiscal 
autonomy system for MMF. it has to increase its production rate and marketing 
achievements to finance the development. 

Blacksmiths 

One of the higgest constraints of hlacksmiths in that village is the lack of 
electric power supply. They figure that their productivity could he increased 
tremendously if they use an electric grinder rather than a file or metal shaver and 
then a whetstone for finishing their tool products. However. no blacksmith uses a 
bicycle operated grinder or blower which may he operated simullaneously by his 
assistant who has very low prodm.:tivity just operating the dual piston type blower for 
the furnace. Perhaps when a national institute is eslablished. ii could help 
blacksmilhs located in remote areas 10 improve !heir equipment lo increase their 
productivity and thus, their income. 

D lnstiturional suppon 

Promotion and development of AMls 

The following is a more general apprai:;al of the major prohlcms relevant to 
the promotion and developmenl of AMls in Lao PDR: 

(a) Inadequate government revenues which harcly supported the operational 
expenditures in spire of severe cos! reduc1ion measures. like rcdm:tion of sraff (from 
250 10 50 or 80 7r de1.:rease al Miii) and shying away from direct government 
cxc1.:u1ion of programmes. As guideline. only 1hc provision of lhc correct 
environment and !he enahling rules and rcgulalions for the priv?tc sector initiatives 
were to he undertaken. 



(b) Need for massive human resources development at all le\'cls but more 
critically at the upper and middle levels to re-orient the staff to the markcL-oriented 
system and decentralized planning as well as execution of projects. Educational 
backgrounds of most of the staff were those from other socialist countries. 

(c) Lack of institutional suppon infrastructure and undc\·clnpcd physical 
infrastructure especially roads to facilitate communication. This stems from the 
above two constraints and together. the three form a vicious cycle which needed to 
be broken. perhaps by external assistance. 

(d) Limited access to information and capacity to absorb new technologies due 
to language barrier as the technological literature in the region was mostly written in 
English. Local or Thai language literature which could he understood was not readily 
available. 

(c) Limited resources and savings in the private sector which limited 
investment capacities. However. there seems to he a run-away trend to aspire for 
imponed luxury or corisumption goods which arc not comrihuting to income nor 
production. 

Agriculiural production suppon svstem 

The small staff at DAE severely limits its capabilities to demonstrate machines 
and extend agricultural technologies to farmers. The Lao-IRRI Project practically 
handles the research and extension activities in rice production. 

Some of the problems being met in the production of rice by farmers arc as 
follows: 

(a) Only one cropping can be done in most areas because of Jack of irrigeition 
water during the dry season. Sometimes the crop is also damaged due to some dry 
spells during the wet season. In this case. water pumps are essential for security of 
water availability; 

(b) Large power requirements for land preparation and high labour 
requirement for planting and harvesting of paddy. There is an apparent shonage of 
labour. especially during peak land preparation and planting for rainfed rice as well 
as during the harvesting periods of rice in both the irrigated and rainfcd areas. Rice 
machinery. if made affordable by or accessihle to farmers hy means of custom 
operation services and credit with loan guarantees. would increase production and 
productivity. 

(c) Insect damage. Integrated pest management is one agricultural technology 
which has not hccn introduced to farmers as extensively as it should due to lack of 
human resources at OAE. This low-cost technology rather than wanton use of 
sprayers hy farmers only to aggravate the situation is needed. Once farmers stan 
using sprayers. it will he difficult to restrain them as required in !he 1ntegralcd pesl 
management. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Potentials 

Lao PDR has a lot tlf potential for development. The following are some of 
the general areas which can contrihute to the promotilm and development of 
agro-rdated metalworking industries: 

(a) Plenty of forest. mineral and water resources. However. local exploiting 
capacities are limited. Proper managemt:nt of the exploitation of such resources to 
avoid further environment degradation is necessary. A danger of twer-exploitation 
and at a fast pace to earn foreign exchange is eminent. There is potential for growing 
essential oil plants and promote distillation among the people living in the hill and 
mountain areas. For this purpose they will need technical and financial assistance. hut 
if successful the processing of aromatic and medicinal plants could suhstitute activities 
for production and primary prncessing of illegal drugs. 

(h) Possihilities of shallow tuhcwell anJ low-lift irrigation pump system as the 
water tahle is high. Therefore. a demand for shallow tuhcwell pumps and axial-flow 
pumps can he ueated if dry season rice planting is promoted hy the government. 
However. institutional support is needed for mapping of ground water rc5ources and 
huilding of the capahilitics for the local manufacture of lov.·-Iift pumps. 

(c) Abundance ,lf wata courses especially in lhe mountainous areas where 
micro-hydropower could he developed. Ahundance also of lowland water resources. 
including lhe Mekong River and its trihutaries where aquacullure could he pVimoted 
together with axiai-tlo.v pumps. 

B. Puhlii.: sector industries 

Supplv and demand for agrii.:u!tural machinerv 

The supply of agricultural hand tools. animal-drawn implements and 
mechanical powered machinery in 1993 came from lhe following sources: 

(a) Hand tools consisting of macheles or knives. sickles. hoes. rakes. axes. 
diggers and special tools - hlacksmiths (ahout 15.000 piece..;/ycar produced hy 14 
hlacksmiths in one village alone) and imports from Vietnam The actual production 
hy MMF in 1981 was 57.970 pieces including cast-iron plough shares and plough 
share-mouldhoard units: 

(h) Steel ploughs. cast-iron plough share-mouldhoard units and cast-iron 
plough shares - MMF (2.800 pie<:es with lfS $value amounting to only one-lhird that 
produced in 1981) and imports from Vietnam: 

(c) Power tiller sets. each consisting of power tiller unit. paddle wheels. 
mouldhoard plough. disc plough. wmh-1on1h harrow. trailer and ax.ial-!low pump 



- impons from Thailand (about 600 sets): 

(d) Pedal threshers. Japan design - MMF (::!50 units): 

(e) Power threshers. ThailanJ design - MMf (10 units) and impons from 
Thailand: 

(0 Grain tlour mills - MMF (5 units) and 

(g) Rice mills - one private workshop in Vientiane ( 82 units of adapted 
design). Agricultural Machine Company Impon-Export at Photan Road. Vientiane 
(3 units) and impons from Thailand. 

The demand for power tillers and threshers is being viewed by some private 
entrepreneurs as high enough to justify competitive local manufacture as indicated by 
plans of three medium-sized ones to do so starting in 1994. Blacksmiths" products 
in one village however. are so much in demand that produc:tion capacities are not 
meeting it. Traders vt:o come to the village are ready to huy all the blacksmithing 
products of good quality. This shows that users preferred qualiry products as there 
is competition with imported ones. There is a need to increase the productivity and 
production capacity of blacksmiths through improved blacksmithing equipment. like 
electric or pedal-driven blower and grinder as well as am·iJ. 

Through the 11ational network which is proposed to be established with focal 
point at MIH. che blacksmiths may be given information on new designs of hand tools 
which might he improvements of what they usually make in terms of effectiveness. 
ease of use and cost because of simplicity and lesser amount of material used. 
Blacksmiths in the remote and mountain areas need more assistance than those in the 
relatively more prosperous areas in the lowlands and irrigated areas. like Vientiane 
and lhe mid-southern provinces. 

Future status of MMF 

MMF migh! be one of the SOE<; which will be privatized although no 
time-table has been set yet. One reason for the possihle delay of such scheme is that 
no investor might be interested in buying or leasing the facilities and equipment 
unless very attractive terms are offered. The cost could be formidable for an 
individual inveslor considering the large area occupied and value of the buildings and 
equipment. A possible way to overcome this problem is to sell the machine tools by 
the piece or lot consisting of pieces of equipment which would support a complete 
workshop. Small-scale entrepreneurs may be attracted and encouraged to establish 
their own workshops. 

An 1lternative is to make the whole factory compound a mini-industrial estate 
where building subdivisions are leased to different entrepreneurs hut facilities. like 
the machine shop and foundry would be common. Each building may be occupied 
by two or more leaseholders for their own manufacturing specialization which would 
be agro-related. At the start, one huilding m:ty he used a" an indu<;try incubator for 
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a new entrepreneur who wishes to go into manufacturing venture without investing 
on capital equipment. 

There is hias rowards retaining Ml\IF s stalUs as SOE perhaps hccause of the 
slrntegic nature of its calcium carhide production which also was a money-making 
venture. However. that factory could he operated independently of the agricultural 
tools factory. 

A projt..-ct on the promotion and devdopment of AMI enterprises might give 
an additional role for MMF to perform the institutional support function. It can 
revitalize the agricultural machinery factory itself as human resources development. 
including training in areas of production management. quality control and marketing. 
would he a thrust. 

MMF can diversify its prodm:cs to th1lse which would not necessarily compete 
the private sccwr industry it \\oulJ he promoting. For example. it may produce such 
agro-related products as water gates for irrigation canals on import-substitution hasis. 
It can specialize on the production of micrn-hydroturhim.:s the technology for which 
could he ohtaincd from other countries. like Nepal anJ Chma. 

The gear hox ma)' he lix:ally manufacturcJ utililing the fi'unJry and 
gear-making and heat treatment facilities nf MMF through suitable arrangements. 

Development of human resources in agrn rd<1teJ machinerv engineering 

The role of NAC should he given du..: importance"" it is the only local source 
of dcvdoped human rcsoun.:cs for agri~ultural development 11f the country which is 
the primary thrust of the government. Su1.:h human n:soun.:es development should 
ir.clude the field of agricultural engineering and needs the re-orientation of the current 
staff in farm machim:ry to den:lop capabilities in design and engineering activities 
rather than merely operation. repair and maintenance of tractors which at the present 
situation has hec.lme of little relevance. 

The fact that the farm mad~inery course has hcen discontinued due to lack of 
students is an indication of the lad of relevance of its current training formal and the 
need to develop human resources for the planning anJ development of modern 
mechanization systems. including de"iign. testing. manufacture and extension of 
agricultural machinery and other mechanical technohlgies. Other agricultural 
engineering areas. sul:h as for irrigation. soil and water resources development and 
management. crop pnx:essing and post-harvest technology. farm structures and 
environment should he developed in the staff hl Jevelop human resources for the line 
ministries. rcsean.:h. extension and the professional services field. 

A suhjcd which miµht he included in the curri1.:ulum for fhc last year of study 
is about business management with the view In introdm:inJ.! the students to the realities 
of small scale entrcpreneur-.hip rafher th;m employment of wh11.:h there may he 
scarcity. Such a suhjec! would create an inlcrc.,t amonµ the students in setting up 
their own enterprise., anJ therefore. would not have to rely on employment. In 
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practice. such a establishment may be realized within one or two years after gaining 
experience and building up self-confidence. For this a credit programme or loan 
guarantee scheme may be arranged by MIH. in cooperation with NAC. with credit 
institutions to assist the graduates in staning their small husiness enterprises. 

Ad-hoc technical advice 

The following actions were proposed to the various officials and heads of 
institutions visited by the agro-related metalworking expcn: 

(a) MIH/MMF/NAC/PTS/LGTS/STENO - They might consider human 
resources development as priority and encourage the staff to build their capabilities 
in comprehending and absorbing new and relevant technologies by learning English 
which was getting popular. Since most of the accessible information from abroad 
were written in English, learning it through in-house service courses would wid•.!n 
opponunities of the staff for upgrading their capabilities in their respective fields. 
The base of selection of candidates for study fellowships would also widen to include 
the talented and promising individuals. 

(b) NAC/LGTS/PTS - Corollary to (a) above, NAC might wish to develop 
programmes based on the concept of twinning with one or more developed 
universities in Asia for exchange of staff and students to upgr~dc its teaching faculty. 
Similarly. the Lao-German Technical School and the Pakpassak Technical School may 
develop their own programmes under TCDC arrangements. 

(c) MIH/MVDIH - To accelerate privatisation of SOEs. espedally those 
which were not attractive to foreign or IOl:al investors. MIH might consider 
apponioning the factory complex. building or equipment into small manageable and 
affordable lots or sub-divisions and renting them out or selling them to small-scale 
entrepreneurs on easy terms (perhaps an adaptation of the condominium concept). 
This widens the mass base of ownership or panicipation in industry. utilizes to the 
maximum otherwise idle or under-operated SOEs (e.g .. the Agricultural Machinery 
Company at Km 5 - idle since 1991. and the Equipment and Repair Workshop at 
Thongpon!! - very few clients). reduces. through occupancy and usage. the further 
deterioration of facilities and promotes the development of small-scale industries. 
The SOE compound may grow from micro to mini industrial estate and perhaps 
expand to a full-scale one. 

(d) MMF/MIH - They might prepare a programme to : ..:hahilitate some 
facilities of the MMF to provide facilities and services to AMI incubators as well as 
training of farmers in operation. repair and maintenance of agricultural machinery. 
Organize a machinery development and promotion unit at MMF with a view to 
providing institutional support for AMI and agricultural mechanization. Maximize 
utilization of foundry facilities hy diversif}' ing its products to serve the needs of other 
agriculture and rural development programmes hy import substitution. For example. 
DI needed cast-iron watcrgate sets for irrigation canals. MMF was also an SOE with 
the 1993 production value of agricultural machinery of only about 33 per cent 
compared to 1981 production value hut had high im.:omc in calcium carhidc. oxygen 
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and acetylcm: production and m sern.:es which had pwhahly made the entire 
operntiuns OF MMF viahle. 

(e) MIH/MMF - Encourage formation of village associations of blacksmiths 
to increase efficiency of raw materials procurement and to market their products 
directly and avoiding middlemen. Affiliate such associations with the Lao National 
Chamher of Commerce and Industry <LNCCI). 

(t) MIH/MMF.- Assist the hlacksmiths in im:reasing their competitive edge 
against the imported hand tools hy encouraging the hlacksmiths to produce quality 
products. improving productivity and developing an effective marketing strategy. 

(g) LNCCI - Promote the agricultural machinery custom-hire operation 
services as a small-scale enterprise among the "wealthier " members of LNCCI to 
help farmers avail themselves of the henefits of agricultural mechanization. 

(h) MUI - Maintain the contacts with the offices and instituti11ns visited 
during the mission so that a "national network for agricultural machinery" could start 
operating informally. Follow up on the potential entrepreneurs for establishing 
workshops for AMI enterprises. 

( i) l\HH/CPC - One way to prnmoce the hlacbmiching industry. a type of 
cottage handicraft or micro-scale enterprise. is to encourage ministries and provincial 
offices to purchase hand tools issued to cheir field workers from local blacksmiths 
instead of importing them. Such tools could be made according to specifications. 

(j) DI/DAE - The use of pump irrigation for rice in areas which cannot he 
served by gravicy irrigation systems hut which have groundwater and surface water 
resources should he promoteu. The following accivities should be undertaken to 
complement those of on-going irrigation projecls. 

(i) Promote the use of low-lift pump irrigacion from shallow tuhewells 
or surface water resources during che dry season hy escahlishing demonstration sites 
in key provinces, like Viemianc. Luang Prahang. Saravane. Savannakhet and 
Champassak where rice is grown. The collaboration of the Lao-IRRI Project as well 
as small-scale AMI entrepreneurs and the provincial offices concerned should be 
sought. 

(ii) Conduct hydrologic surveys of intended demonstration sites for 
installing shallow tuhewells and low-lift pumps driven hy electric motors or diesel 
engines. Among other activities. gather data o!l water depth. drawdown and water 
recharge rate and their crop yields. cooperative attitude of farmers and support from 
village leadc.:rs and other data needed for feasihility of conducting demonstrations. 

(iii) Install shallow tuhewells using portahk drilling rig developed 
from IRRI design and locally made low-lifl pumps (initially to he made at MMF 
foundry shop using suitahlc designs from other countries) in the fidds of farmer 
group cooperators. 



(iv) Demonstrate other machines and agricultural technologies at the 
critical stages of crop production for maximum impact on yield and timtliness. 
Examples are power tiller or hydrotiller Juring land preparation. "dapog" system of 
raising seedlings. check-row marker. hand-pushed row weeders. improved sickle and 
the IRRI portahle thresher. 

(v) Monitor the ptoduction areas .. and gather data on all expenses and 
income from the operation and make a cost and income analysis. 

(vi) Document all c;ignificant events using still and video cameras and 
prepare a promotion video, a slide show and an illustrated hrochure as extension 
material for other areas remote from the demonstration sites. 

(vii) Promote the use of shallow tubewells and low-lift pumps in other 
areas using video tapes. slide shows and leaflets and organizing study tours among 
fanner groups to the demonstration sites. 

(viii) Prepare brochures and leaflets showing profitable business 
investments in renting out small-scale shallow tubewell and low-lift pump irrigation 
systems. 

(ix) Promote among members of the LNCCI znd other wealthier 
persons, investments in installing shallow mbewells in farmers' fields and renting out 
low-lift irrigation pumps in rainfed rice-growing areas to enable farmers to grow rice 
crops during the dry season; include in the promotion package other recommended 
tools and equipment as well as agricultural technologies needed to increase crop 
yields and productivity of land and labour. 

(x) Promote the m2nufacture of standard low-lift pumps among the 
small-scale AMI entrepreneurs. 

C. Machinery prototypes and drawings needed 

The agricultural machines listed below may be introduced to Lao PDR hut 
only with accompanying technical assistance regarding their fabrication. perhaps 
initially at MMF. Actual commercial units. in addition to drawings. will h.ave to he 
provided for easier replication. 

(a) Hand tools 

(i) Manually operated maize sheller from the Philippines. This 
low-cost and simple machine can he fabricated from wood and metal (nail) materials. 
The device will increase the productivity of the family labour. 

(ii) Hand-pushed wheeled weeder from Thailand upland rice. 
According to LAO-IRRI Project, this simple hut effective tool was designed hy a 
farmer in Thailand and a metalworkshop should he able to fabricate one v. ith the aid 
of a photograph of the tool. Similar clesi!!ns however. arc <1lso available from India. 
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The Oil Crop Resean:h DivisLm of the Central Agrii.:ultural Research Institute at 
Yezin. Pyinmana in Myanmar hand-pushed wheeled weeders from the USA in 
cultivating sesame. groundnut and other oilseed crops. 

(iii) Improved designs of hush knives and sickles for local production 
by blacksmiths. Various designs of farm knife. an indispensable tool of •~ farmer, 
exist in many countries in Asia. A Lao hlacksmith may he presented with 
special-purpose designs to copy and have them tried out by the farmers in his village. 
The provision of improved designs for blacksmiths to adapt or copy is a form of 
direct assistance to the metalworking cottage industry which redound to henefitting 
the farmers especially in the remote villages. 

(iv) Rice husk stove from IRRI. This stove. originally designed in 
Vietnam has such a good envinmmemal impact. viz. eliminacion of rice processing 
waste and reduction of use of fuelwood. that with adequate promotion, this energy 
efficient stove is expected to he popular. In Myanmar. one metalworking 
entrepreneur has fabricated and sold 11.600 units of the modified scove during the 
first eight months of fahrication. 

(v) Peanur sheller. This hand sheller is <1vailahlc from several 
RNAM-memher countries. It can easily he fabricated hy a metal workshop. If peanut 
production continues its upward trend (it almost doubled during the period from 1991 
to 1992). an engine or dectric motor-driven mal.:hine may be necessary. 

lvi) Peanut oil expdh:r. Since Lao PDR imports cdihlc oils 
entrepreneurs may he cn\.'.ourage<l to prnduci: peanut oil as " food processing 
enterprise. This is assummg that pi:anut productic)n continues to have an upward 
trend. 

(h> Animal-drawn 11nplcments 

(i) Single-animal drawn sted mouldboard plough from Thailand; 

(ii) Single-animal drawn comh-toolh harrow from the Philippines 

(c) Mechanical-powered machinery 

(i) Axial-flow rice thresher, 20 hp frnm IRRI. This thresher is 
portable (four persons required for its operation can move it acrnss paddy fields) and 
simple in design. making it ch:.:apcr than the u:-.ually importt!d models. Tht! model 
which is power hy a 7-hp t:ngine has a capacity of up to ont!· h:> If tonne paddy per 
hour. 

(ii> Centrifugal pump trum Japan or otll\.:r countries. Many models 
of cast-iron centrifugal pump:-. exi~t and its a matter of <;electing the most efficient 
design and 1he Lht:apcst to make. MMF has already the capability to make large-size 
centrifugal i . · p~ with 40-un diamett.:r impellers and should he ahle to make quality 
castings ol •• 11··hlc 4-im:h and 6-mch ( 101 and 152 mm) centrifugal pumps from 
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imroduced designs. Popularization of shallow-mhcwcll pumps will han: an impact 
in rice and vegetahle production during the dry season. 

(iii1 IRRI power tiller. This power tilkr has hcen designed to he 
simpler than most commercial ones hasically to reduce its costs and for easy 
fabrication by small-scale workshops. It uses chains and spnl\:kets for the 
transmission instead of gears. Complement equipment. such as moulboard plough. 
comb-tooth harrow. p~ddle wheels. rrailcr. planter and drilling rig ha\·e als,l hcen 
designed to he powered by the JlllWer tiller. The engine may or may not he detached 
lo operate waler pumps and blowers for driers. Its versatility has made it popular 
among farmers in the Philippines where its local manufacture. except for the engine. 
has hcen competitive with the imponed models. 

(d) Hydro-powered devices 

(i) Micro hydroturhincs from Nepal. C'ros.;-flow turbines ha\"C heen 
manufactured in Nepal since the early 1980s. initially through technical assistance 
from f,1rcign organizations. Nepal has the wide experience in the design and 
manufacture of such dc\"ices which an: easily a:..laptahlc to mountainous rnnditions in 
Lao PDR. The costs of civil works. in~tallation and other equipment however. arc 
high if such turbines arc to he used for electricity generation. They could he used 
economically for low-powered grinding of grain. expelling of edihlc oils such as from 
peanuts and other useful shaft work like sawmilling and woodworking. 

(ii) River water turhine. A commen.:ial design of this machine is 
available from an Auslralian company. The turbine can he used to pump river water 
on which the device is floated hy means of pontoons or rafl which is held in place hy 
moorings. The propeller shaft is energized hy tht: large water axial-flow rate. It will 
he useful for pumping water from the Mekong River or its trihutaries provided !he 
installation does not impede with normal river navigation. 

D. Machincrv prototvpcs and drawings 
for exchange with other I .OCs 

There an: no machines indigenously designed in Lao PDR whid1 can he 
exchanged or transferred to other countries as !he existing ones arc mostly imponed 
from Thailand. 

E. Programme for further development of the agrn-rcla1cd 
metalworking industry sector 

The thrust of development of AMls in Lao PDR will he towards small-scale 
e;:nterpriscs and will remain so for quite some time. C'api1al for starting up such 
enterprises is usually small and scarce. Investors will normally give priority to 
trading imported goods as it is done at present. 

Polidcs and strategics to encourage local manufacture and divert such capital 
to product!nn rath~r than lo importalinn \~ill help dcvdop 1h1.: agro-rclared 
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metalworking industry enterprises. Such instruments arc essential to stimulate the 
estahlishment nf the cmerprises in view ,1f the need to pnxJucc the m\.-chanical inputs 
for agricultural pnxJuction and pnl\:cssing. Policy and str.itegy formulation ar~ also 
nccucu lo he itUU1csscu h• ihc itgti\.Uiiu1<ti scl.lu1. 

Need for creating demand fnr agriculcurnl machinerv 

The commcn:ial viahility 1lf the small-scale A'.\11 enterprises depends upon the 
demand or market for products. A c.mstraint is the fa1.:t that the supposed target 
clientele. •he farmers who arc the e\'entual users and hcncfactors of the agricultural 
machinery industry. have low purchasing power. Two ways hy which farmers will 
be able to avail themselves of modem machinery technologies to improve their 
production capacities arc the following: 

(a) Access to 1.:rcdit. An appropriate .md fam1cr-fricndly aedit programme. 
including a loan guarantee scheme for those whn cannot put up enough collateral will 
encourage fam1ers to huy machinery and other inputs to inuease their production. 
The programme will need acdit supervision and technical assistance to farmers 
towards adopting technologies and fam1ing management systems. The technical and 
management Jdvice will enahlc tht:m to derive largt: ennugh farm incomc:s to cover 
not only the credit repayT1ent services hut alsn to suscain their own needs as well as 
improve their quality of life. In the end. the demand for machinery will also 
mcrease. 

(hl A\'ailahility of affordahle agricultural machinery hirr; or operation custom 
services. The wealthier memhers of s1iciety. possihly the m\!dium and large-scale 
tmsinessmen. may he encouraged to in\'l!St in custom fidd operation service 
enterprises which. although small scale in operation. need large capital investments 
in machinery which art: usually not afforded hy farmers. Such enterprises will not 
only generate employmcnt hut. more importantly. \\ill alsn enahlc farmers to have 
access to mod..:rn farming te~hn<1logies. Positive result.., from a programme 
estahlished for sud1 purpose will hdp the poor farmers increase their im:omc in a 
dignified way. ll will ha\'e impad It) the farming economy in provinces far from 
Vientiane. At the upstream end. the programme will create the dl!mand for 
machinery and thus. promote their local manufacture. 

lJtili1ation of arahlc land during the .Q.rr_scason 

Non-availahility of wata in farm1:rs' fidJs during the dry season limits. if not 
prevents. farming activiti1:s during this period. Only 3';; of the cultivated area is 
irrigated mostly hy gravity !->)'Stem and 4uite insignificantly. hy low-lift pumps. The 
hett1:r-off farm1:rs arl! l•1cat1:d in irrigat1:d ric1: ar1:a!\. /\ rl!ason for thl.!ir relative 
prosperity compared with thos1: in th..: non-irrigat1:d ar1:as 1s th1:ir opportunity to raise 
a dry s1:ason crop of rice. PrmiJ..:d !hat wah.:r is nil! limi1111g. cr11p produdion during 
th1: dry s1:ason p1:rmits ohtaininµ hil!h..:r yidds due 10 high1:r liµht int1:nsity as well as 
lcssa Wl!cd. ins1:c1. Jis1:as1:. flooding. ''orm and other prohkms than during the rain 
season. Fnµine-pump,..:h and 'hallow tuh1:wdl installalion w1Jld h1: 111a1.k atfordahlc 
hy the following -.;t1atc.:)!ic.:': 



(a) Group or cooperative ownership an<l use 

Farmers in a contiguous an:a may he cncour.tged to fonn c,lopcrative 
owfl(!rship of a shallow tuhcwell and pump. l1nlike \llher mad1ines. the tlUtpUl of an 
irrigation pump is di\'isihlc. A pump irrigation cooperative therefore. minimizes. if 
not avoids conflicts. in the shared use of machinery. the usual c~mse of failun: in most 
endeavours for Cl)(lpcr.uive or group machinery use_ 

With afford:ihlc investment contributions in a shallow tuhewell and 
engine-pumpsct for each fanner member. the group·s incom.: level could he raised. 
The otherwise idle land could be brought to production to rice. legumes. vegetables 
and other cash crops_ To implement this shallnw tuhc\\cll pumping scheme. 
information on the ground wat•;r resources and hydrology is needed to anlid possihle 
environmental damage. especially increased salinity tlf the soil. Pumps would he 
produced hy casting. initially al the ~IMF foundry and eventually hy the private 
foundry shops which may he put up hy the private sector. 

(h) Hiring en!!ine-pumpscts 

This strategy is discussed in the earlier topic and is one of the examples hy 
which demand for machinery cnuld he created_ The farm.:r·s im·estment in the 
scheme is the installation of a shallow tuhcwcll assuming that the location of his fam1 
is suitable for one. Entrepreneurs may he encouraged to set up shallow tuhcwell 
drilling and installation scr\'ices. the equipment for which may he fahricated hy 
metalworkshops. A design of a drilling rig using the pmn:r tiller has heen de\·elopcd 
and is availahle from IRRL Tlte farmer may fully utilize the tuhewell during 
off-season hy installing a hand pump for dllmestic water supply_ 

Institutional support infrastructure 

Small-scale industries. in general have no! recei\·ed dire1.:t support from the 
Ministry of Industry and Handicrafts <Miii). Althnugh attention has n.:1.:ently heen 
focused on the private sector as the "engine for e1.:onomic growth". no institutional 
infrastructure support has as yet hcen organized for -.mall-scale AMI enterprises. 

Thi: staff of Miii and MMF could strengthen their capahilities hy participating 
in or taking advantage of the assistance to he nffcred hy SBDP hcing coordinated hy 
llNDP!lJNIDO. SBDP has several components. e;1ch In he implemented 
independently GTZ. The Asia Found;1tion and Care lntcrn<1tional. Among the 
components an: policy. promotior. and coordination. technical training in priority 
suh-sectors of which AMI is one. management training and entrepreneurship 
dcve lopmcnt. 

In the AMI suh-scctor. only MMF is producing some agricultural machinery. 
The production of hand tools has hecn stopped. No extension programme. either in 
industry or in agriculture exists. There is no agricultural mechanitation programme 
nor an office to look after !hi: increasing trend in mechanization in irrigated ari:as and 
to formulate strategics hccausc of thi: lack of it in non-irrigated anJ economically 
depressed areas. 



Thus. the privah: sector is at a loss where to gel tL-chnical infonnation ahout 
a husincss prn"pt.'Ct of producing what kind of a!!ricultur.tl machinery. the market 
demand and proc1..-<lures for con<lm:ting such kind of manufacturing enterprise. In 
other words. an entrepreneur is on his own to finJ out. perhaps the hard way. hl do 
husincss. ~;listake" could he costly an<l financially disascrous. 

Miii has che mandale to plan. initiale. monitor and coordinate policies. 
strategics an<l prngrnmmcs for lhe promotion and development of lhc small enterprise 
and handicr.tft St..'Clor. However. ils institutional capacity needs strengthening and 
considering the small numher of slaff to do the work against several constr.tints. the 
attainment of an cfkctive and full strcng1h capacity may take a long time yet. 

The human resources al MMF. paniwlarly the engineers may he trained or 
re-orientated to include in their rok. the provision of institutional suppon w promote 
and develop AMI enterprises. This role is challenging for them and provides an 
opponunity to utilize excess capacity at MMF or diversify its products. Fllr such 
re-orientation and training. external assistance is needed. 

Among thc instituti,lnal support activities which need to he undertaken are lhe 

following: 

(a) Organizing an AMI incuhalllf programme al MMF. lindcr this 
programme. the qualificd MMF staff will render lechnical and small husiness 
management suppon to t:nm:preneurs undergoing incuhation. To enhance their 
qualification. some staff. hy arrangement hy Miii with UNDP. will undergo training 
in Small Business Development Programme (SBDP) planned to he undcrt.1ken wirh 

UNDP'l TNIOO assislance. 

fh) Conducting dcmonstracions of new machinery in collahoraiion wilh the 
Lao-IRRI Project and DAE to fam1ers. especially in n.:mote areas: giving feedhack 
information lo AMI entrepreneurs for their own response lO produce the machines in 

demand. 

(c) Testing newly acquired machinery in farmers· fields and utilizing fcedhack 
to modify the designs lo improve thc:m: replicating final prototypes for demonstrations 
to farmers and to AMI entrepreneurs. 

(di l'romotin!! the 4uali1y production hy hladsmiths with a view to creating 
an export market. possihly 10 Thailand where hlacksmithing has hecomc a dying art. 
This may he a long way yet. government agencies should al least patronize local 
hlacksmilhint! products for use hy their own field worka .... hut demand high quality. 
MMF's inrnlvcment in quality control could he solidted. 



Title: 

VI. PROJECT CONCEPTS 

A. Regional Asia 

BANGLADESH. BHUTAN. CAMBODIA. LAO PDR. 
MYANMAR. NEPAL. SOLOMON ISLANDS. WESTERN SAMOA 

Promotion and development of agro-relatcd 
metalworking industries in LDCs (Phase II) 

Duration: Two years 

Total UNIDO budget: US$ 818.000 

Government inputs: All governments are expected to provide services. 
counterpart personnel (including their salaries throughout 
project duration). office facilities and administrative support in 
kind. Details will he clahorated in the final project document. 

At the end of Phase II. the following arc expected: 

(a) Each LDC has an effectively operating institutional infrastructure 
consisting of a national focal point, a national institute with work.;hop facilities (the 
two may he comhined in some LDCs) with strong linkages with relevant institutions 
and organizations which through that focal point make active use of the regional 
project and any country specific project reh!vant to the promotion and development 
of agro-related metalworking industry: 

(h) Each LDC has a functioning national network (NN) for agro-related 
machinery with members consisting of institutions and organizations from the ahove 
institutional infrastructure. private sector orgaraizations consisting of rhose of farmers' 
and manufacturers. cooperative societies. narional and international NGOs which have 
relevant projects or activities. hanks an<l other credit or financing institutions. 
chambers of commerce and industry. and others. The NN have frequent exchanges 
of information and notes regarding relevant activities and its functioning depends 
mostly on the leadership of the national focal point or national institute. Involvement 
of the NN memhers in relevant seminar workshops exhihitions and other programmes 
organized by other members is an indication of a working national ncrwork. A NN 
newsletter (produced hy the NFP) exchanges memhers newsletters among the NN is 
another indication of an active NN. 

(c) Selected agricultural and agro-rclated machines introduced hy the project 
have been tested, modified. manufactured, demonstrated to farmers and promoted for 
commercial production and use through credit financing. if necessary to farmers. 
manufacturers and custom service entrepreneurs. 

(d) National fo1.:al point or national in .... ritutc in each Ll>C is ch>scly linked 



with RNAM and national focal points regarding agricultural machinery and 
agricultural mechanization. 

(c) Human resoun:es in each national mst1tute and tocal pomt strengthened 
through human resources development programme of the project. 

<0 LDC national institutes ha\'e adequate facilities to undertake future 
development projects with or without external 
assistance. 

Development objective 

The development ohjective is to support the agricultural production and 
processing in the participating countries hy improving local capahilities and 
generating a more conducive environment for local manufacture of agricultural tools. 
implements and machinery including post-harvest and food-processing equipment. 

I. Immediate objecth·e I 

Continue strengthening of national focal point linkages through existing 
network mechanisms. 

Backl!round informatinn 

Background information is availahle in the p10jed document for Phase I and 
programme summary hrief document. 

Output 

National focal points continuously capahle of providing a flow a technical 
information and advice to small and medium scale enterprises in agro-rclated 
metalworking industries and initiate and sustain programmes and project in support 
of those enterprises. 

Activities 

(a) Continu<ition 1lf the information dissemination system hetween RNAM and 
the focal points; 

(h) Conlinuation of the promotion of links hctween the national focal points 
and puhtil.:-private enterprises: 

(c.:) Con1inualion of ECDC/'f('()(' promotion within the region and 



(d) Continuation of managerial and technical advice to rhe ftx:al points. 
enterprises and R&D institutions during field visits: 

CT A-Regional Adviser 
2 Associate Expcns 

2. Immediate ohjecth·e 2 

To he pro\'ided hy ESCAP 
To he prm·ided hy llNIDO 

To initiate the estahlishment of an information datahase through a datahase for 
raw materials demand and supply for the agro-rclated mctalworking industries in 
Bangladesh. Bhutan Camhodia. Lao PDR. Myanmar and Nepal. 

Background information 

In the LDCs. most of the raw materials needed for the metalworking industries 
are imponed. The quality of the products put out hy the industries depend largely on 
the quality of raw materials used which at the present open economy at least for 
Bangladesh, Myanmar and Nepal can now he supplied hy the privatt! importers and 
traders. 

Most of the small-scale workshops get their raw materials fn 1m the private 
importers and traders he.:ausc of the quick rcspono;e to their needs unlike in 
govemment··owncd trading corporations which had heen estahlished to do hulk 
importation and distrihution primarily to stale-owned factories and seomdly. to 
private enterprises. Many small-scale workshops face Jiffo.:ultics in proi.:uring raw 
materials directly from the state-owned tradinµ corporalions. 

In the open-market system. there is no systema1i1.: method of delcrmining hy 
the importers what and how much to impon and supply to the metalworking 
industries. They estimate hy experien1.:e hut most often, workshops make do with 
whatever raw materials archest and availahle. Most of the workshops need assistance 
in specifying the hest type of raw materials needed for their johs and. even if they 
know, there is no convenient and effective way for their reyuirements to reach thl.! 
imponcrs or traders on a consolidated hasis for their necessary action or response. 

A datahasc which will get the raw materials requirements and process such 
data for the information of suppliers will he of great help in achieving efficiency in 
the raw materials market which redounds to henefit the metalworking industries. 
Measures will he taken to eno;urc that accurate data is gathered from hoth uo;crs and 
suppliers. 



Outputs 

(a) Database headquaners established at the chamber of commerce and 
industry (CCI> or manufaccurers associacion·s office; 

(b) Most small-scale workshops responded to the call to submic data 
requirements co designaced collection points which relayed the daca co database: 

(c) Private raw materials imponers and distributors making use of data in their 
respective operations network and 

(d) Data available for exchange among the countries in the region through 
regular RNAM channels. 

Accivities 

(a) Development of a database for raw material information and prep:;re 
necessary software for this database by an intemacional consultant in one of che 
C>)Untries for replication in the others: 

(b) ldentifo.:ation of an organizacion to manage che database. Normally. the 
CCI or another association with direct pri\ate sector panicipation would he in a 
position to undenake the a1.:tivities of the proje1.:t as it is co the interest of ics 
members. It may have the option to expand the datahase to ocher indusiry suhscctors 
co utilize excess capacity of the compucer facility and staff. The database facility 
could he made sclf-li4uidating hy charging service fees from the users or imponers 
who would like to have access lO information. The National Focal Point (NFP) will 
assisc the workshops in making spcci,.;cacions through the R&D mcmher instimtions 
in the Nacinnal Network (NN> since they have chc engineering staff who designed or 
tested the machines or at least familiar with them. Moreover. they arc in a position 
lO hest consult and coordinate with the standards agency of the government: 

(c) Formulace a strategy for obtaining com.!ct and honest information ahout 
raw materials needs from workshops. Data gathering is a time-consuming activity 
which may he cased through the local business association or cooperative. Since 
small-scale workshop owners arc not usually members of the CTI. they should he 
encouraged to form their own groups and federate them (refer to Immediate Ohjectivc 
5). The dcpanment of cottage and small-scale industries may spcarhead the move in 
collahoration with the NFP. One benefit to he gained hy jnining !he association is the 
receipt of information through a newsletter. Workshop owners can also cooperate hy 
returning hy mail the canvass form sent hy the CCI for the purpose. In return they 
may receive updated information on the material status over a ~pccified period. 
I .inkagcs will also he established with statistical services and other relcvant databases 
in th\· councry; 

<d> Fstahlishment of the datahase headquarters. The needed facility includes 
a personal computer sd. a database programme. a prinler and a pholocopier. Only 
one staff trained in computer operation is necessary. This may he one of the 



secretaries in the CCI office who will he tr.iirk.'1.l lo operate the Jatahase as l•ne of the 
office duties. After all. the work nnly emails data entries which may he done in 
batches. If the headquarters decide to expand the facility tn other types of r.lw 
material requirements. il may have to make staff adjustments. Facsimiie faciiitks 
would he helpful in gelling timely dara from towns and cities: 

(e) Supply of infom1ation lo imercsted parties. particularly importers and 
suppliers as well as govemmem !JC.llicy and planning offices. The infom1a1ion may he 
sold at nominal cosl lo rt.'Clwer lhe cosr of operalinn. The service may he expanded 
co other raw marerials using the same computer faciliry and personnel; 

(t) Mon;toring and evaluation. Random field checking nf data gathered will 
he dllne lo detL'Ct spurious data. The dalahasc c.;tahlished for all small-scale 
meralworking workshops will he utilized in rhe monitoring and evaluation. Benchmark 
information on problems related to raw materials procuremem will he gathered prior 
to the start of rhe project or hefore the effect nf the projecl is kit. Data will again he 
gathcreJ perioJically to detecl any changes. Data on how the small-scale workshops 
have hcen henefitted or adversely atTL'\:ted hy the project will he e\"aluatcd. 

Interr.ational expert for software de\"clopmcnt 
( 1.5 w/m) 

One compuh:r expert per country 1 locally 
recruited) 

One sci of personal computers wirh printer for 
each country 

Six photocopiers and facsimile machines 
Miscellaneous 

Component to:al 

3. Immediate ohjectin 3 

PSS 18.000 

10.000 

30.000 
2-l.000 
10.000 

liSS 92.000 

To upgrade rhc skill., of O:ad:smith traillers in all paniciparing countries. 

Background information 

Village blacksmiths play a major role in the supply of tools and implements 
to farmers in the LDCs. Most of them learned the trade from !heir fathers ;md 
grandfathers and some skills may have improved or deteriorated along the way. Any 
improvements in their operations arc tied up in !he kmd and quality of hasic 
blacksmithing equipment they have inherited or added 10 the modes! fal.:ility. 

There is a need to upgrade horh .,kills and c4uiprncnt to increa ... c the 
produl.:tivicy of blacksmirhs. llavin~ skilbJ hlal.:k-;milh'i who arc given access to new 
tcchnolngic:-.. sul.:h as improved tonl-; and i111pkmcnh rcdPUll•.h lo the hcncfit of 



farmers rhey are scn·ing in lhc villag~s. who also ~~'ll the , . .-opt~r tools and 
implements to he etlicknt and productive in their fam1ing acth ities_ 

Output 

A minimum of ten trainers capaOle of conducting training courses in each 
province or district per year in each country to enahle panicipants to manufacture 
hand tools_ 

Activities 

(a) Adoption of the FAO manual in hlacksmithing as syllabus for the training 
course; 

(h) Organization and implementation of trammg courses hy the NFP in 
cooperation with the Ministry of Industry or Depanment of Cottage and Small-scale 
Industries and 

(c) Monitoring and evaluation of impa~t of regional and national training 
courses. 

Expcn in hlacksmi1hing technology from 
lhe region (8 w/m) 

Equipment - bask hlacksmithing sds for 
selected blacksmiths 

Group lraining programme 
M isccl laneous 

Componcm lotal 

4. Immediate ohjectin 4 

USS 

l!SS 

• 

90.000 

25.000 
30.000 
10.000 

155.000 

To promote the production of small-scale machinery for agni-bascd food
processing light industries in Bangladesh. Bhutan. Cambodia. Lao PDR. Myanmar 
and Nepal. 

This objective indudes the following sub-ohjectives: 

(a) To cataiyze the devclopmcm of agro-hased food-pnx.:essing industries hy 
making readily available the machinery re4uired in the proces..,ing of food raw 
materials involved; 

Ch) To strengthen the capahilitic" of small- and medium-scale metalworking 
industries in fabricating machinery re4uired by the agro-bascd food-·proccssing 
industries and 
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(c) To strengthen the comprchcnsi\'~ hxal machinery and e4uipr111:nt suppnrt 
suh-systcm for the food industrial system co\·cring that frnm the pnxlm:tinn and 
post-harvest processing of agriculture-sourced raw materials hi ti11xl-proccssing. 
packaging and handlmg tor the market. 

Background infi.1nnati1m 

A hottlcned in the promntion of agro-hascd industries. especiall~ the 
small-scale ones for the rural areas. is the lad: of suitahk pro..:essing machim:ry. 
Most often. the needed machines ha\'e to he imported although they arc simple 
enough ro he fahricated in local small- and mcdium-sctk \\nrkshop:- especially those 
ha\'ing engineering staff and 4ualified tt:dmicians. '.\:e\\ entrepn:neurs may not he 
aware of the capahilitics of the l1xal fahricarors \\ hn can '>alisfy rheir engineering 
requirements if given the spccifo:arions or re4uiremcnts. 

The cnst of machinery for a small-,cale agro-hased processmg enterprise 
represents a large pcrcentagt: of the toral capiral re4uiremenrs. Ir such mat:hincry 
could he made to order ltxally. rhe p11tcmi;1l entreprcncLJrs will he cncour;1gcd ((1 

invest in such indusrries hccausc of rhc conn:nience and perhaps. rhe n:asnnahk cosr 
and readily availahle repair s.:r\'ices. 

llNIDO has made a recem l firsl half of I 993) report each on rhc de\'dopmcnt 
(lf food-processing indusrries in Bangladesh. Bhutan. Camhod1a. Lao PDR and !\lepal. 
Ewntual responses of the go\'crnments will Ic:1J ro the estahlishment nt new 
indusrries. mosr likely small- and medium scale one" and priYardy owned. In such 
food-pnxessing indusrrics. particularly oil. sugar and ricc milling as wdl as dairy and 
fish prrn.:essing. spei.:i;1l ma<.:hinery an: an important compom..:nt and in fact. irself a 
major determinant of the scak of ead1 indu-.rry type and rhe quality of the final 
produces. Spe<.:ial fond \'e-.sds and <.:ontainers made of aluminum or stainless sred 
which can he stcr ili1e<l using heat. arc simpk enough to he madt· hy the local 
industries a1.:t.:0rding 111 specifications and accepre<l -.1an<lanJ .... 

In Bhut~m and Nepal. fruits. n:gctahlcs anJ spil'.es arc !!fll\'. n in mountainous. 
rugged terrain and rcmore areas. Transporting the raw mah.:rials fresh is 1)f"tcn 
uneconomical and discouraging hecausc of hulk. weight. low \;tlue and perishahility 
of the honiculrural pro<lm:ts. fknt:c. there j<; a need to process such foot.I raw 
materials and incrca~e their value per unir volume or per unir weight. Processing such 
raw materials will creale employment in rhe .-emote areas. partii.:ularly for women. 
The hygicni1.: requirements in food pnx.:cssing may hc a-.sureJ rhrough rhc design of 
the ma<.:hine. the process inrnlvcd and training of the pro<.:essor-; and handlers of the 
raw materials. 

The'. project concept calls for a regional cooperative effPrt in exchanging 
machinery design informarion together with the prnce,-.m~ ted111oh1gies inrnl\'cd. hir 
example. Je,igns of driers of hit?h-YalueJ proJucl"i. like fi,h. fruih. \·egetahlcs anJ 
meat pclktizers and mixers of feed for fi,h, li\e'itod anJ poulrry. and mill;; for 



edible oils exisr in some countries which arc rdarively advanced in some areas. If 
machine exchange is nor possihle. informarion on design will he exchanged and giwn 
to machinery manufacturers which have engineering design and construction 
capabiliries. 

Ourputs 

(a) At least one machinery design and rcchnical infom1ation on the small-scale 
food-processing involved for raw materials such as fruit. fish. vegetahle. mear. oil. 
sugar. grain. legume and milk. exchanged among rhe LDCs and other developing 
countries or adapted from advanced countries; 

(h) At least one medium-scale local metalworking manufacturer assisted hy the 
project resulting in its diversified production of specialized machines for small- and 
medium-scale food-processing ind•Jstries and 

(c) Strengthened narional network. 

Activities 

(d) Identification of food-processing industries which merit high priority for 
development on account of highest fcasihility considering the most likely sustained 
production of raw materials. ready market. simplicity of processing technology. low 
investment n:quirements. mass-hase henefits and orher crireria: dedsion to promote 
or encourage the estahlishment nf the industry will he made in consultation with the 
private sector and with support of fcasihility studies: 

(h) Compila1ion of information on 1he fo1K1-processing technology. including 
the machinery requiremems and soun.:es of their designs or prototypes. costs and 
other data: 

(c) Estal'llishmem of collahoration work wilh 2 or 3 medium-scale 
metalworking enlerpriscs having at least one design or production engineer on its staff 
and with fairly adequate machine tools and fahrication facilities for staff.; 

(d) Provision of technical advice to entrepreneurs in food-processing industries 
and maintenance of collahoration work with them to enhance their productivity. 
maintain quality control and hygienic production conditions. reduce waste. protect the 
environment and perform other activities for promoting the food-processing industry 
in general; 

e) Training of trainers in small-scale food processmg using the locally 
faoricatcd foo<l-prrn.:essing equipment; 

(f) Initiatives hy lhe National h1cal Poim 10 maintain cons1ant conract with 
instilutions and organizations for co-ordinalion activities regarding the sustainahility 
of the food industrial sys1em. e.g. promotion of contract growing among farmers for 
supply ol raw marcrialo.; for the food-processing plan!. giving designs or technical 



advice/prototypes of agricultural machinery to metal workshops for fahril.:ation or 
replication and 

(g) Organization of a national demonstrJtion workshop for manufactured 
equipment prototypes to interested entrepreneurs. 

Expert in food processing equipment manufacture 
2 w/m per country X 6 countries = 12 w/m 

National consultants in food-processing to 
coordinate field activities. 3 w/m x 6 countries 

Preparatior. ,lf demonstration workshops 
Food p1 ocessing prototypes 
Materials and supplies for manufacture 
Miscellaneous 

Component total 

5. Immediate ohjectivc 5 

US$ 150.000 

12.000 
12.000 
15.000 
15.000 
5.000 

US$ 2<'9.000 

To promote and develop commercial machinery prototypes for all participating 
countries. 

The immediate ohjectivc has the following suh-ohjectivcs: 

(a) To acquire from LDCs. RNAM mcmher countries and other soun:es. 
commercially availahle machinery identified as needed in the agro-industrial system 
project for adaptation to local conditions; 

(h) To test. modify and replicate the prototypes acquired from other countries 
and introduce them to farmers. manufai.:turcrs and potential entrepreneurs dealing in 
custom hiring and 

(c) To promote the commercial manufacture of the adopted prototype through 
marketing strategics. 

Background information 

Often a machine that is suitahle for the jnh in the agriculrural production or 
processing stage in the agro-industrial system is availahlc from other countries. 
Effort. time and money for R&D to design and develop a machine will he saved if 
the machine could he acquired through an institutional facility like the Regional 
Network for Agricultural Machinery (RNAM), a project of 11 Asian countries 
executed hy ESCAP. 

The National Foi.:al Point (NFP1 in 1hc recipient country turn" over the 



machine to the R&D institution most appropriate for testing. modifying and adapting 
the machine to work under local conditions. From the experience of RNAM. 
commercial, rather than experimental prototypes should he exchanged. If no 
commercial machine is available hut R&D efforts have resulted in an experimental 
prototype. drawings or conceptual designs may he n!4uested as sources of ideas. In 
all cases of exchanges. proprietary rights have to he respected and permission from 
the inventor or designer will he obtained. 

Output 

Entrepreneurs capahk of manufacturing the in!rndm:ed prototypes in respective 
countries. 

Activities 

(a) Machinery demand survey of the machines identified under Phase I. The 
initial list of hand-operated tools and devices. animal-drawn implements and 
mechanical powered machinery is included in the detailed report prepared for each 
country. The prioritization of the final list of machinery is to be done hy the NFP 
in consultation with the leaders of various suh-prnjects. the R&D institution members 
of the NN and the agro-industrial machinery expert. 

(b) Testing, modification and field or factory trials of the machine by the 
R&D group in cooperation with one or two manufacturer co-operators and rhe 
farmers or the processors depending upon the application of the machine. This 
activity involves the participation of several persons connected with the 
agro-industrial system project. The NFP who plays a lead role in the machinery NN 
will coordinate ~he activities of all the people involved to ensure success of the 
sub-project which involves perhaps more than one machine to he developed. Typical 
assignments are fabrication hy a co-operating manufacturer of a modified component 
or assembly, testing of a part for durability hy the engineering laboratory of a 
u1iversity, organizing a discussion group to brain-storm on possible solutions to a 
technical problem, machinery trials in a farmers field or in a processing plant to 
demonstrate the superiority of the machine over the traditional or existing ones. 
replicating the machine in one or more manufacturers' workshops. organizing 
demonstrations for introducing the machines. conducting trial custom work or renting 
services in cooperation with an entrepreneur, mapping out strategies wilh the 
extension units with technical backstopping hy the R&D units, de. The avenues for 
cona· ~>ration are many. 

(c) Moniloring and evaluation hy on;anizing demonstration workshops at lhe 
end of the manufacturing process. 

(d) Extension tlnd commercialization of the machines. These activities are 
covered hy a slrategy suitable for different agro-er.ologic;il 1,op1•r of the country. 
Farmers, agro-industrial processors. manufacturer<.; ar . ''" ·:ork service 
entrepreneurs arc the imporlllflt target~ of the extension "' ' 
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Agro-industrial machinery expert from the 
region (8 w/m) 

National consultants (16 w/m) 
Demonstration workshops 
Prxurement of commercial pn'totypes -
At least 3 machines/country x US$ 2.0001 

machine for 8 countries 
Replication of prolotypcs for demonstration 
Miscellaneous 

Component total 
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USS 92.000 
30.000 
20.000 

50.000 
30.000 
20.000 

US$ 242.000 



BUDGET SUMMARY 

Objective 1 (networkil!g} 

Compont:nt total covered by contributions in kind 

Objective 2 (raw material databases) 

Personnel 
Equipment 
Miscellaneous 
Component total 

Objective 3 (village metalworking) 

Personnel 
Training 
Equipment 
Miscellaneous 
Component total 

Objective 4 (food-processing equipment) 

Personnel 
Training 
Equipment 
Miscellaneous 
Component total 

Ohjective 4 (commercialization of prototypes) 

Personnel 
Training 
Equipment 
Miscellaneous 
Component total 

Common expenses 

Administrative suppon to RNAM/ESCAP office 
Travel non-UNIDO staff 
UNIDO staff travel 
Equipment for overall project suppon 
M isccllaneous 
Component t0tal 

Project total 
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28.000 
54.000 
10.000 
92.000 

90.000 
30,000 
25.000 
10.000 

155.000 

162.000 
12.000 
30.000 
5.000 

209.000 

122.000 
20.000 
80,000 
20.000 

242,000 

30.000 
40,000 
20.000 
10.000 
20.000 

120.000 

818.000 



B. Lao PDR Country·-specifo.: project 

Technical training in priority suhsc..-ctors for small-scale industries (Component II of 
the GOL/GTZ/UNDP.IUNIDO/ Asia Foundation Small Business Promotion 
Programme) 

A. CONTEXT 

A. I Prohlcm to he addressed 

Based on the Lao Urhan Lahour Force Survey (July 92) conducted in 5 major 
urhan areas. 45'/c of the work force were self-employed; ahout 79'/c of the sclf
employed had no education or only primary education. Among employers. 403 had 
a primary education and 36'/c has secondary education or above; 6'/c of them had no 
education. An inventory of technical and professional training institutions ( UNDP 
1991) reveals that short skill-upgrading courses and services to enterprises hy these 
institutions arc not adequate. The survey of household/productive units carried out by 
ADB ( 1992) confirmed that lack of skilled lahour is one of the constraints faced hy 
small enterprises in the industrial and service!. sector. T:1c situation is compounded 
by the fact that those enterprises lack access tn credit and to information sources. 
particularly on technology. Major obstacles to improvements in productivity and 
quality arc lack of business m;.inagement. insufficient knowledge of marketing 
strategics, low level of process technology and narrow product ranges and technology 
options. 

Although there may not he a shortage of skilled labour in quantity (given the 
number of technical training institutes spread over the country and various fields of 
training offered), there seems to he a gap hctween the qualifications of those t:ntering 
the labour force and the needs of the private sector. Low levels of technical training 
arc leading to low productivity. poor product quality, poor enterprise performance 
and inefficiencies. The small entrepreneur has no opportunity to enhance skills 
through short practical courses. 

In view of the above there is need to focus on appropriate technical training. 
with a view to help enterprises improve their product design. production process and 
finishing techniques which will enhance productivity. get exposure to new. 
appropriate technologies. as well as improve market potential. 

A.2 Target beneficiaries 

The Programme Component will benefit ex1s1mg and prospective small 
entrepreneurs in selected priority suh-scctors in improving their production process, 
product design and quality and productivity of the enterprise. 

In addition, the capacity of selected national technical training institutions 
involved in the preparation and conducting of the training will he strengthened. 
Moreover, the focal points in the selected province-; will he involved in the 
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preparatory work of the training and thus learn how to prnmoce and organize such 
activities. 

Indirectly the people at large will hcnefit from the improved quality of locally 
produced goods and services. They will hcndit from the growth of the small 
husiness sector through additionai employment and income opportunities as well as 
hecter standards of living. 

A.3 End of programme component situation 

Targets to he achieved at the end of the operational phase of the component 
include: 

(a) Improved technologies and production procc:sscs in those enterprises 
participating in the six technical training programmes in 3 priority suh-sectors 
in each of the 4 selected provinces. 

(h) New products produced and/or quality of previously manufactured products 
improved. 

(c) Capacity of selected training institutions to organize such practical training 
programmes strengthened. 

(d> Improved ern:rgy efficiency and cnvinmmental performance through 
hctter/modern production techniques. 

(e) Improved coordination hetween enterprises of the same suhsector including 
among various sizes. 

A.4 Rationale for lfNIDO involvement 

Private sector dcvdopmcnl and poverty alkviation feature among UNDP's 
central development themes for the 1990' s. In order for domestic investment in small 
enterprises to assume the role of an 'engine of growth' in Laos. the requisite policy 
framework and promotional measures have to he introduced to foster local husinesses. 
In addition to an cnahling policy environment, effective institutional support to 
promote small husincss development arc prerequisites in achieving the ohjcctives. 

There is a n.:ed to help small enterprises to improve product design and 
quality. the production process and finishing techniques. The programme component 
constitutes an effort to facililate access of small cntn.:prcneurs 10 practical technical 
training in their field of husiness and huild up local capacity hy carrying out the 
training with involvement of local technical training insrnutions. 

There is a lal:k of national expertise to implement the programme component. 
GOL calls upon ( fNll>O as the impkmenting agency. to provide technical support in 
implementing 1he component. ~ivcn ih secloral ~pccialization and experience in 
spcr:ific suh-sectoral development in many countries over the years. 
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B. PROGRAl\11\IE COMPONENT 

B. l Ohjective. result and activities (outline) 

Immediate Objectin I: 

Assist in improving production techniques and product quality through 
upgrading skills of entrepreneurs in 3 priority suh-sectors (tentatively agro-rebted 
metalworking. garment and woodworking industries). 

1.1. Output I: 

Technical skills of 90-120 entrepreneurs upgraded in each of the three selected 
subsectors. 

Acth·ities: 

1.1.1 Carry out technical training needs assessment through the activities of MIH 
focal points and consultations with small husiness community (linked with 
activities under UNDP Component I on small husiness policy and programme 
coordination). 

1.1.2 Identify host institutions for conducting short technical training programmes 
through MIH focal points at the province level. 

1.1.3 Select international experts/trainers and finalize the programmes for the 
training. Two training progrimmes in each of the three priority suhsectors are 
foreseen. The training and process demonstrations will he repeated in each of 
the four provinces and will have 15-20 entrepreneurs per course. Prior to the 
training. the entrepreneurs participating in the training will he visited by the 
trainers. 

1.1.4 Asc;ist the selected host institutions to arrange the logistics and to develop the 
training programme with assistance from international experts/trainers. This 
activity will he carried out with the objective to improve the capacity of the 
selected institutions to conduct similar practical training in the future (with 
external trainers as necessary). In selecting the training location, an existing 
enterprise may he chosen as a \'Cnuc for the practical training. 

1.1.5 Conduct technical training/process demonstrations in the selected sub-sectors 
(based on the identified needs of small business with inputs from programme 
component I). 

1.1.6 Provide training extension services subsequent to the training. After a period 
of approximately 2-3 months, the trainer is expected to visit the enterprises 
to assess the impact pf training on production process and product quality, and 
to provide on-the-spot advice. 
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B.2 Inputs: 

Gonrnment inputs: 

national component director (Mill) who will also he responsible for 
clx1rdination with other ministries and institutions <particularly the technical 
training institutions) to ensure their support and full collabor.ition in the 
implementation of the programme component: 
staff of selcctt:d te;,;hnical training institutions lpart-timeJ 
staff of focal points: 
training venue as required: and 
office space. office furniture. 

UNIDO inputs: 

short-term consu!(ants (I 2w!m: 4 w/m for each sub-sector; split missions: 2 
w.'m for preparing and conducting the training programme. including post
training evaluation: 2 w/m for follow-up training extension activity 1.1. 7: 
local travel: 
local expenditures for training: 
expendable equipment (training materials. materiab. :··~r process demonstration 
etc. l: and 
miscellaneous. 

C. COORDINATIO'.'! ASD Ll:\KAGES BETWEEN COMPOSENTS AND 
WITH OTHER PROGRAM'.\IES 

The programme component will maintain continuous linkage to Programme 
Component I and to the Programme Component implcmentt:d hy GTZ -establishment 
of a multi-sector institution for entrepreneurship development and management 
training. Technit:al and management training should he complementary; therefore 
entrepreneurs atrending various training programmes will he assessed for their 
training needs for management or technical training respectively and referred to the 
appropriate training course. 

The programme component will also maintain linkage with the component 
covering credit to small husiness. The te1.:hnit..:al training provided may entail 
investment in new equipment to ·:nahle improvement of processes and rroducts. In 
su1.:h cases. the imp<Kt of the training 1.:an only he achieved if suhsequent investment 
1.:;111 follow to improve the production proces'. 

The preparatory a1.:tivities in agro-rdated metalworking industries and food
prrn.:essing industries in all A-.ian and P;Kifil: LDCs. carried out under the UNIDO 
Spe1.:ial Programme for the bdustrial Development nf Asia and the Pa1.:ific (projects 
lJS/RJ\S/92/072 J>romotirn1 and IJevclopment of Agro-related Metalworking 
Industries in LDCs. Phase H, and XP/Ri\S/92/038 Programme for the Development 
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of Agro-industries in LDCs), have resulted in detailed proposais f(x interventions in 
these industries in Lao PDR. Those proposals will he incorporated. to the extent 
feasible and relevant. in the present project on technical training for small scale 

industries. 

The programme component will attempt to establish iTDC arrangements to 

recruit technical trainers from South East Asian countries. 

D. SKELETON BUDGET 

International personnel 
(12 w/m. short-term consultants; 
4 w/m for each sub-sector selected) 

Local travel 
Organization of training programmes (six) 

Expendable equipment (training materials, 
materials for process demonstration) 

Miscellaneous 

TOTAL 
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Post title: 

Duration: 

Date required: 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

JOB DESCRIPTION 
US/RAS/92/072/11-01 

Expen in Agro-related Metalworking Industries 

IOmim 

1 March 1993 

ANNEX 

Duty station: Bangkok/Thailand, with travel to selected LDC's of Asia and 
the Pacific Region 

Purpose of project: 

The purpose of the project is to provide assistance to the Least Developed 
Countries in the Asia and Pacific Region in terms of technical suppon co agro-related 
metalworking industries through fuller utilization of existing netwo1 ics, technology 
exchange and promotion of TCDC. Preparation of detailed technical cooperation 
programmes in the areas of raw material procurement and cottage industries is also 
envisaged. 

Duties: 

The duties of the expen will be as follows: 

o collect data on ECDC/TCDC potential through visits to member countries. 

o provide ad hoc technical advice to enterprises and R&D institutions during 
field visits. 

o identify concrete prototypes needed in the participating countries. 

o establish the final list of prototypes to be exchanged. 

o undertake a preliminary review of needs, in the countries expressing 
interest, in the following areas: 

1. Raw materials procurement; 
2. Support services for cottage industries; 
3. Concrete programme for the development oidcntify constraints in the 

agro-related industries, and suggest possihle remedies, including technical assistance 
projects. 
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• 

o suggest projects to be formulated hy UNIDO. and prepare some project 
concepts for further development by UNIDO. 

Qualifications: 

A mechanical engineer with extensive experience in metalworking. specifically related 
to the production of agricultural equipment, as well as productechniques. 

Language: English 

Background information: Refer to the project document . 
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